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INSIDE THIS ISSUE:EDITOR’S MESSAGE

Welcome to the second issue of THink – The HEAD Foundation Digest. 
The theme of this issue is ‘Challenges of Our Time’ and we invited our 
contributors to write about the challenges they face in their respective 
communities or workplaces.

As a think tank with an education focus, we naturally attract article 
contributions from education practitioners in the field: Alina Amir 
recalls the challenges she faced as a public school teacher for Teach for 
Malaysia, and how her frustration with the education system motivated 
her and her TFM colleagues to co-found a social enterprise to bring joy 
and relevance back to learning. Alistair Chew shares his view on the 
roles of “shadow education” in Singapore and how it can complement 
the central education system, while Paul Apivat Hanvongse and Mae 
Patteera Chaladmanakul reflect on their experience of deploying 
EdTech for English learning in Thailand. On a more macro level, Profes-
sor Wang Yuanfeng from Beijing writes about the two big questions 
of education today -- both related to the use of new technology in 
education -- and about how learning and teaching are being disrupted 
as part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

Some of our authors chose to touch on social challenges we face. 
Melissa Kwee writes about the challenges in the nonprofit sector, 
including the decline in volunteerism and charity giving, as a result 
of social volatility and economic uncertainties. She believes the social 
sector should reinvent itself to adapt to the new world order and to 
explore new opportunities brought about by innovative technology. 
Chris Oestereich foresees how robots and artificial intelligence will 
gradually do more of our work and he proposes a way to turn this 
socioeconomic challenge into an opportunity of spending more hours 
working for the social good. Responding to a book by Rutger Bregman, 
Vignesh Naidu posits that the challenge of diminishing comparative 
advantages facing Singapore can potentially be alleviated by introduc-
ing universal basic income. On the other hand, Professor Michael Heng 
focuses specifically on Hong Kong and argues that one of the biggest 
challenges of its reindustrialisation is its sky-high costs. 

While disruption is the buzzword of our time, certain fundamental 
challenges always exist and require constant reexamination. Richard 
Hames and Yu-Book Lim share their respective wisdom on the chal-
lenges in leadership and strategizing, and remind us how essential 
good leadership and good strategy are, regardless of how much we 
have been “disrupted”. 

We had the honour of having Professor David Gross, Nobel Laureate 
in Physics 2004, visit our foundation in late August, after his trip to the 
Asian Science Camp in Malaysia. Before his dialogue on STEM educa-
tion with policymakers from the ministries of education of six Asian 
countries in our auditorium, we took the opportunity to interview him 
for our “Leadership Spotlight”. He generously imparted his knowledge 
on topics ranging from challenges in STEM education to the future of 
human race to his view on Singaporean society.

Happy reading!
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The Lessons I Learned 
from Teaching
ALINA AMIR

Halfway through my second year of working in the management 

consulting line—my first job after graduation—I decided to quit 

and join Teach for Malaysia (TFM). TFM is an organisation that recruits 

young professionals to teach in high-need schools in Malaysia for two 

years to help end education inequity. I wanted to join the movement 

partly because I was questioning my purpose in life and partly due 

to my frustration with the state of the country—particularly with the 

continuous criticism of our education system. 

I was sent to a secondary school four hours away from home and was 

asked to teach history. When the school’s English department found 

out that I could also speak English, I was also made the English teacher. 

I was later made the PE teacher as well after the school learned that 

I played netball for my state back in my high school days. As a new 

teacher, I found this fascinating and exhilarating at the same time.  

My first day of school started off well. I had a plan — to go in stern but 

kind, strict but loving. My first day of school ended with me breaking 

up a fight over a pen right in the middle of my introductory lesson. 

One of the boys involved got so angry that he lifted his desk to throw 

it across the room at his friend-now-enemy. Thirteen year-old boys 

who barely stood up to my waist were already getting themselves 

into trouble on their first day of secondary school. 

If teaching had taught me anything valuable, it has taught me the 

true meaning of humility. I walked into the school thinking I was 

overqualified for the job with the kind of experience I already had. 

Little did I know that none of my achievements meant anything to 

these kids, a majority of whom came from broken homes and families 

making less than RM1,500 a month. Education was not a top priority 

and school was a place where they would kill time during the day. 

At the time I started teaching, the school was ranked among the 

bottom 50 schools out of 2,300 schools in Malaysia. The number-one 

disciplinary offense was classroom truancy. The school seemed to be 

in a constant state of recess in which students were seen loitering 

everywhere except in the classrooms. A teacher even dubbed the 

phenomenon the “shopping mall school” where students roamed 

around like they would in a shopping centre.

I had a student who got me very confused with the way he wrote his 

name. All the letters were upside down. I later found out that he could 

not spell his own name and was looking down at his nametag to copy 

the letters on it. I also had students who would struggle with a Peter 

and Jane book. Thirteen year-olds who could barely read or write were 

promoted to the next academic year every 12 months even though 

they were nowhere near achieving the learning objectives expected 

of their age. I had students who could not speak or understand the 

national language, the medium of instruction. Imagine trying to 

explain the words “civilisation” and “colonialist” in my history class 

using a language so foreign to these kids. There were students who, 

during exams, would only write their names on the paper and then 

put their heads down to sleep until time was up. Vandalism was 

rampant. We didn’t have enough tables and chairs because they 

were mostly broken. Students had to “steal” tables and chairs from 

neighbouring classrooms while other students were away in the lab 

or the workshop. No decoration lasted longer than two days on the 

classroom wall. Everything got torn down and shredded to pieces. 

That was simply the culture. 

I was facing students who were completely uninterested in doing well 

in school, and had no qualms about being behind in their academics. 

Learning, to them, was irrelevant. They had been failing their whole 

life in school but were still offered jobs at night stalls and at the car 

wash, which paid them and filled their hungry bellies. What did ed-

ucation ever give them? The drive for academic achievements was 

simply lost on them. They had no one to speak English with at home 
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"Everything that is 
taught in our centre 

comes with a real-life, 
project-based challenge 

which students are 
required to apply 

their knowledge to 
tackle. We try to bring 

relevance back into 
learning to show that 
it is better to be in 
the know than to 

be ignorant—simply 
because knowledge 

can enrich one’s life."

and no reason to learn history, and they had been surviving without 

having to pass Math. To these kids, nothing they learned in school 

was applicable in the real life.

Teachers were exhausted and over-burdened. The better you were 

at the job, the more responsibility you were asked to carry on your 

shoulders. I refuse to think that bad teachers started off bad. Some-

where along the way of their teaching career, the exhaustion got so 

all-consuming that not caring made the most sense to the preserva-

tion of one’s sanity. Jaded was the way to be. There were only so many 

kids you could help at one time. 

Despite the challenges, my experience with my students has been 

my biggest source of motivation and inspiration. The more I worked 

with them, the more I realised that, despite their circumstances and 

the kind of environment they grew up in, they were capable of cre-

ativity and expression. They had potential that I could not have seen 

if I had not been given that many contact hours for all the subjects I 

was asked to teach. I ended up teaching for four years in the school 

and co-founded an education social enterprise at the end of my 

second year with three other fellow teachers. We wanted to create a 

conducive learning environment in which the students took owner-

ship of the classroom and found a way to apply the knowledge they 

learnt. Every piece of the furniture at our centre was made by our 

students. It taught them the value of things and we haven’t seen a 

single vandalism case in our centre. Everything that is taught in our 

centre comes with a real-life, project-based challenge which students 

are required to apply their knowledge to tackle. We try to bring rel-

evance back into learning to show that it is better to be in the know 

than to be ignorant—simply because knowledge can enrich one’s 

life. Drive comes from interest rather than the chase for academic 

achievements. We still struggle from time to time trying to convince 

other teachers and parents that even though we don’t teach from the 

textbook, the goal is to push kids not to regurgitate facts but to apply 

what they know to make the world a better place. In short, we want 

to create sustainability in the act of learning. 

In our centre, we teach kids how to code and programme so that 

we can close the opportunity and achievement gap between their 

school and the better schools around them. We teach them not to 

be afraid to make mistakes because that is the only way humans can 

innovate and create. These kids have slowly changed the way they 

view education. There is now a larger purpose. It is more than just 

homework and exam grades. It changed their behaviour and in turn 

affected the way they behave in school. It affected the teachers who 

taught them in school and inspired a new culture. Last year, two of 

our students were among the top-10 young innovators in Malaysia 

and won a free trip to Silicon Valley to pitch their idea. No one in their 

community has gone that far before at such a young age.

In retrospect, the challenges I faced in the classroom in the four years I 

was teaching were the reasons why I did not go back to the corporate 

world after my two-year fellowship with TFM. It was the wake-up 

call that reminded me I could do more, that my privilege was also 

a responsibility to not walk away. The challenges in the classroom 

became valuable lessons my colleagues and I learned from to start 

a sustainable initiative that could change the community for the 

better, to influence the way kids are taught and to push for a systemic 

change within the education sphere.  Challenges are indeed inherent 

opportunities. ■

Alina Amir is one of the four co-founders at Arus Academy, 

an after-school programme that promotes interdisciplinary 

learning. Before Arus, Alina graduated from the University of 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and was an analyst at Accenture 

before teaching History as a Teach For Malaysia fellow for four 

years in a public school. Alina loves hiking and wishes she had 

the time for it.
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Few things are universally revered. Family, friendship, music, 

sharing meals, and a strong work ethic are a few that come 

to mind. The last one seems the odd one out in the list, but it 

has long been in service to the rest. If you wanted to spend 

quality time with family and friends, in comfortable homes or 

public spaces, while being entertained or enjoying a nice meal, 

you had to work for it. 

For millennia, everything was done by human hand and so a 

good work ethic was an important value to ingrain into society. 

The field was not going to sow itself, nor would the house be 

self-built. Each had to pull their own weight to ensure their 

basic needs were met. 

Since the first stone tools were used, technology has been aug-

menting work. It typically creeps in at a pace that is not broadly 

disruptive, but it occasionally lurches forward in periods we 

call “industrial revolutions”. Three such phases (mechanisation, 

mass production, and automation) have brought humanity 

great advances. But with each revolution, the mix of jobs 

shifted as technology took over existing work and helped foster 

new jobs. In the West, it started with work in the primary sector 

(agriculture, mining, and fishing) being transformed by relative-

ly simple, but powerful machines.

The secondary sector (manufacturing) followed a similar 

pattern, so that most of the workers in those economies 

now work in the tertiary sector (service). Some researchers 

have further recognised a quaternary sector which consists 

of research and development. The distinction may seem like 

splitting hairs, but it is interesting to note that at least for the 

United Kingdom (UK), this fourth sector effectively accounted 

for all relative job growth towards the end of the 20th century.1 

We may now be entering a fourth industrial revolution wherein 

robotics and artificial intelligence threaten to greatly alter our 

economies. How they will impact society largely remains to be 

seen, but there is growing concern of mass job loss as highly 

adaptable machines and software could creep into areas that 

Will Robots Do 
Our Work?
CHRIS OESTEREICH

“ The 
difficulty lies 
not so much 
in developing 
new ideas as 
in escaping 
from old 
ones.” 
 
JOHN  
MAYNARD  
KEYNES
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have long seemed safe from technologically driven displacement. 

The quaternary sector may explode, but can it keep pace with the 

jobs it destroys? 

Human labour (both manual and cognitive) is hardly an endangered 

species. But if a significant portion of it quickly evaporates thanks 

to technological advances—in an era when things like incomes, 

healthcare, and retirement savings are often directly tied to jobs—

how will we react?

Take the United States (US) trucking and taxi sectors for example. 

Driverless vehicles threaten to erode into these millions of jobs, while 

also delivering a significant hit to the supporting industries and the 

communities that truckers and taxi drivers visit along their routes. A 

doomsday scenario in which these jobs evaporate overnight seems 

farfetched, but what might it do to a sizeable city if the local fleet 

of cabs or the “ridesharing” vehicles were all hurriedly replaced? 

Assuming the costs continue to come down, and the capabilities 

continue to increase, is it realistic to think—barring unforeseen tech-

nical issues or possibly a high-profile accident—that the technology is 

not primed for proliferation, and human labour headed for the curb?

Robots have been putting pressure on employment and wages 

in the US since at least 1990.3 The effects have been limited so far, 

but these machines, and their counterparts in artificial intelligence, 

appear to be just getting warmed up. The question we need to ask 

ourselves is, “How will we like to react to it if they really take flight?” If 

we think through the possibility, we will be better prepared to react 

should it occur.

Towards uncharted territory?
Today’s productive benefits from technology, and its encroachment 

on employment, have long been expected. John Maynard Keynes, 

the eminent economist of the early 20th century, warned us of this 

Figure 1: Breakout of US labour force by sector2
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nearly a century ago. He noted the change from an average work 

week had dropped from around 60 hours in the mid-19th century to 

around 47 in 1930. So, at the time, it probably seemed obvious that a 

short work week was well on its way.4

The data for the US between the 1930s and 1940s is skewed (pre-

sumably thanks to the Great Depression and WWII), but from 1950 

to 1970, the downward trend continued, as it dropped from about 

42 hours per week down to around 38. Had that trend continued, we 

would be nearing a 30-hour work week. But the figure bottomed out 

in the 1970s, and it has hovered around 40 ever since. Meanwhile, 

productivity rose unabated.5

If these trends continue, and technological progress accelerates, we 

may be headed toward some interesting challenges. Longer work 

weeks have long been favoured by employers for their ability to 

reduce the associated costs of benefits. Replacing human labour with 

technology can afford similar savings, while also offering a host of 

other benefits (at least from the view of the employer). Making such 

changes are rational choices for firms that are expected to maximise 

returns. But aggregated up to a macro perspective, this can become 

problematic. If technology progressively erodes work and the col-

lective response is to employ fewer workers (and new jobs are not 

created to replace the ones that have been lost), the burden that is 

created will fall disproportionally on the unemployed individuals and, 

to a lesser extent, society at large. 

Technological advances might provide significant boosts to econo-

mies, but they may also decrease social mobility—a measure of the 

movement of individuals between a society’s social strata—which 

could lead to a smaller economic pie. The UK lags just behind the 

average measure of social mobility for Western Europe. By bringing 

their society in line with the region’s average, it is believed that it 

Figure 2: Percentage of UK employment, by sector (1800–2000)
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would bring an associated increase in annual GDP of around 2%—

equal to an additional £590 per person.

It is no surprise to see firms like Facebook and Google put massive 

investments into the development of new technology. But when an 

auto-manufacturer like Toyota jumps into the deep-end with US$100 

million for technological investment, we are either seeing a phase 

of irrational exuberance on the investment side, or those making 

the investment decisions see that we are on the leading edge of 

something big. 

If technology does get into a new phase of leaps and bounds, it 

is possible that there will be pushback.7 If others dislike interact-

ing with newly automated systems as much as I disdain telephone 

voice response systems, maybe technology will be held to certain 

quarters, and maybe we will demand human interaction. But if we 

take recent decades as a guide, whether customers are happy about 

such changes, does not appear to be the deciding factor. If so, we 

are probably faced with having significantly less work to go around. 

A simple thought experiment might help us prepare for that possibil-

ity. Imagine what might happen if the displacement of work acceler-

ated and had significant impact over a reasonably short timeframe. 

The work would still get done, and possibly significantly more would 

be accomplished overall. But let’s assume the net effect of the change 

was that the city you live in lost 10% of its compensated work. Don’t 

worry about which jobs would be lost. Don’t worry about individual 

pay levels. Just think of the big picture. What sort of stress might that 

place on support systems? What might it do to the social fabric? What 

if the loss of work accelerated from there? Keynes had an answer 

ready for those circumstances. He felt that we should “endeavour to 

spread the bread thin on the butter—to make what work there is still 

to be done to be as widely shared as possible.”8

When he gazed into his crystal ball, Keynes saw a future in which he 

thought we would be working around 15 hours a week. His only worry 

with that was that we might not know what to do with ourselves—

the perils of idle hands. One recent study lends some support to this 

fear as it found that we have gained about 4 hours per week of leisure 

Figure 3: Working hours for the UK and US, 1870 to 20006
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time thanks to the automation of some of our household chores. On 

average, we have largely filled those hours watching television. But 

unless such viewing is somehow destructive, maybe it’s not such a 

bad thing. If we could go back in time and ask people whether they 

would rather manually wash dishes and clothes, or zone out watching 

TV, I’m guessing the choice would be an easy one for most.

Further, the television viewers were reclaiming non-work hours for 

leisure. But if we started making significant reductions to today’s work 

week, we would be looking at a different opportunity, one in which 

we might encourage people to use some of the time that has been 

freed up for the collective good. Rather than reducing the number of 

people working, we could just reduce the number of hours worked, 

while maintaining our income levels. All would do their part and all 

could take care of their needs. Because the question is not whether 

technology will continually take on more of our work—that seems 

assured—but whether we’ll ask technology to lift us all up, or we’ll 

allow it to drive us apart.

Looking back through history, the length of a work week is a relative 

notion, but the 40-hour standard has been around long enough to 

have been normalised for those who are alive today. For us, changes 

will not be viewed as the continuation of a long-running trend, but as 

a break from the norm. This opens the door for treating these hours 

differently than prior gains. And since we have successfully continued 

inculcating the need for industriousness long after it was necessary 

for a reasonable measure of subsistence, could we not redirect those 

efforts towards socially beneficial aims?

If we ever made Keynes’ vision a reality, I would suggest we encour-

age community-building with mottos like, “Fifteen for my livelihood. 

Fifteen for the social good.” Maybe that wouldn’t work for everyone, 

but a future in which we all have relatively comfortable lives, signifi-

cantly more free time, and large numbers of us coming together to 

build community sounds great to me. If we can agree on that, I say 

we let the robots have all the work they want. ■

Chris Oestereich is a zero-waste consultant, writer, and 

university lecturer. He is also the publisher of the Wicked 

Problems Collaborative, an independent press that focuses on 

humanity’s biggest challenges. Chris is a faculty member at 

Thammasat University’s School of Global Studies, where he’s the 

Director of the school’s publication unit, and he teaches courses 

related to sustainability and social innovation. 
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A  recent survey of 500 local parents conducted by a leading  

news organisation in Singapore claimed that 70 percent of all 

schoolchildren here had undergone some form of tuition.1 That is 

very likely realistic, as several different sources give similar figures. 

What is truly eye-opening is the concurrent conclusion that among 

those who did receive tuition, almost two-thirds of their parents have 

found no noticeable advantage in their having been tutored. These 

figures are somewhat supported by other forms of research at the 

country’s universities.

The math is obvious: two-thirds of 70 percent is almost 50 percent of 

the school-going population. Half of the children in Singapore appear 

to be feeding a multi-billion industry with nothing to show for it as 

far as they are concerned.

Whether this is in fact the case, or is merely a psychological phenom-

enon associated with a ‘Red Queen’s Race’—a competition in which 

everyone is running furiously and so nobody sees a competitive 

advantage relative to the rest—it would seem that tutoring and the 

tuition industry are subjects worthy of inspection. And so, researchers 

around the world have looked at this, and some of them have given 

it the label of ‘shadow education’.

When assigning such a label, we must ask the question of what the 

term ‘shadow’ implies with respect to established frameworks of ed-

ucation. The nature of shadow is that it occupies a region that is not 

fully lit and is seen to shade from light into darkness. The question 

should be asked: “If there is a shadow, of what is it a shadow?” Clearly, 

the term ‘shadow education’ is in itself incomplete in its ability to 

convey specific meaning. Moreover, just as a shadow changes and 

moves, so too does the context and the evolution of ‘shadow educa-

tion’ in the light of universal education.

Many researchers and thinkers have tried to help with that.2 The 

general ideas are that shadow education can be seen as some kind 

of mimicry, symptom, derivative or complement—with respect to a 

main, standard, or public system of education. As mimicry, it is a dif-

ferently structured knockoff; as a symptom, it allows us to indirectly 

examine perceived successes and failures; as a derivative, it can show 

us the way forward or outward into new educational possibilities; as 

a complement it fills in the voids that a standardised public system 

may overlook or ignore.

The public, of course, makes the simple formulation: ‘Shadow edu-

cation’ translates to ‘tuition centres and private tutors’. That is a crude 

over-simplification, but to elucidate requires some expansive thinking.

Art historian Kenneth Clark once said that civilisation could be said 

to have survived by the skin of its teeth in Western Europe because 

of the Emperor Charlemagne.3 He recruited Alcuin of York to begin 

a programme of mass education that started in the Emperor’s court 

but was designed to be promulgated to all. The monasteries were 

coerced into providing an education to local children, creating the in-

stitution known as the ‘external school’, the forerunner of our modern 

tuition centres. Charlemagne’s directives to the monasteries were 

part of the Carolingian Renaissance, the first of several phases of 

European Renaissance, more than a millennium ago.4

Charlemagne’s contemporary in the Islamic world was the famed 

Caliph Harun al-Rashid who founded the House of Wisdom as a centre 

of scholarship in Baghdad. Scholars there developed the empiri-

cal method, and tried to translate and preserve ancient knowledge 

and research to produce new knowledge. The Islamic world was 

effectively a bridge between Europe and Tang China, and this was 

one enabler of the Islamic Golden Age of Harun’s time. However, for 

Educating for a Renaissance:
Is there a Rightful Role for Shadow Education in Singapore?
DR ALISTAIR CHEW
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nearly all of the next three centuries, the dissemination of knowledge 

amongst the masses was problematic, and there is little evidence that 

these institutions had significant direct impact on the bulk of the 

general population. They did, however, supply many private tutors 

to those who could afford them, spreading elite knowledge to less-

elite merchants.

The next landmark was the founding of the University of Bologna in 

1088, the oldest continuously operating university in the world. The 

point of this landmark is that the university was founded by students 

from all over the civilised world. They got together and used their col-

lective bargaining power to make contracts with wandering scholars 

to provide an education, which the civil structure could not provide. 

Indeed, for the next 100 years, partly under the direct command of 

Emperor Frederick I ‘Barbarossa’, the university consisted of ‘private 

schools opened and run by each master after his own fashion, gath-

ering together the students who had entered into an agreement 

with him and paid him fees (collectae) in return for his teaching,’ as 

Verger5 puts it. To this day, those who teach students in universities 

such as Cambridge and Oxford are still called ‘tutors’, and they work 

in colleges headed by a master.

In other words, the earliest universities were what we would now call 

‘tuition centres’ and sources of ‘private tutors’; they were shadows 

cast by very few bright spots in a world mostly illiterate and ignorant 

of scholarship. Shadow education was better than none, and so the 

role of shadow education was to act as a buffer between rarefied, elite 

knowledge and practical applications amongst the common people.

Most of those early centres of education were religious in origin and 

purpose: monasteries and the orders who lived in them being a case 

in point. The Christian religious orders eventually came to Singapore 

in the 19th century, planting both Catholic and Protestant educa-

tional institutions throughout the island. The majority of schools in 

Singapore were for a time run by missions, the religious, and local 

communities. The colonial government, by contrast, had much less to 

do with islandwide education, and it was to take more than a century 

before the establishment of nationwide examinations in 1960.6

In other words, there was no need for the label ‘shadow education’ 

because the main centres of education until the mid-20th century 

appear to have been decentralised. If we think of the general availabil-

ity of education as ‘light’, there was no central light to cast shadows. 

If anything, the wealthy paid to send their children to be educated or 

to bring a qualified tutor to their homes.

As we zoom in to the present day, almost two centuries after Raffles 

established his ‘factory’ on Singapore, we see much the same as far as 

the wealthy are concerned. However, the big difference is that there is 

now a very bright central lighting system attempting to provide basic 

illumination to all, as well as specialised illumination to some. As the 

intensity of that light has increased, the shadows have become more 

clearly defined by it.

How so? Well, if the light isn’t considered bright enough (people feel 

that standards are low or teaching is bad) then ‘shadow education’ 

steps in to provide more light. If the light is too bright (people feel that 

they are confused by the intensity of it all), ‘shadow education’ steps 

in to make the light more bearable, and to ease transitions between 

degrees of illumination.

The problem, if one thinks of it as such, is that no matter how much 

educational provision the state bestows upon its people, there will be 

people who feel as if they are losers, or that they should have a better 

chance to win. Thus, there will always be institutions and educators 

who will seek to profit from that market, as well as those who invent 

new markets (and profit opportunities) after identifying the gaps in 

the existing milieu.

So, besides this economic sense of meeting a demand and maximis-

ing profits, what should the role of ‘shadow education’ be?

My opinion is that shadow education has some very valuable options 

to offer society, if managed ethically and intelligently. If we begin with 

the premise that such institutions are there to help people under-

stand and negotiate whatever the central lighting system is all about, 

we can identify those options. Here are some suggestions.

"My opinion is that shadow education has some very valuable 
options to offer society, if managed ethically and intelligently."
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First, those providing shadow education services should provide in-

formation and insight as to the benefits and gaps in the main system. 

They should explain what they see as the specific problems of the 

system and what they are doing to solve or ameliorate them. If such 

centres of alternative education perspectives can conscientiously 

update parents on the possible impacts of various changes (i.e., 

initiatives and policies) in the main system as a public service, they 

become a useful part of the discourse.

Second, they should provide intelligent support for the main system 

by working with it. This is something I do not think many people want: 

The centralised system loses legitimacy and risks appearing incom-

petent or weak if shadow education is seen as providing recommen-

dations or advice for improvement, and they are seen as accepting 

it. On the other hand, shadow education tends not to profit from 

making itself redundant, but shadow education is a parasite on the 

body politic if it does not contribute—and the body politic remains 

sub-optimal if it refuses to entertain useful thoughts of improvement.

Third, building on the previous point, it would be interesting to see 

the central system actively outsource more of its functions to shadow 

education. It is already the case that if you get on the public tender 

system, GeBIZ, you will find schools requesting tenders for various 

services: coaching, English remedial classes, teacher workshops, 

and so on. These are often paid for by the Ministry of Education, 

which cannot possibly meet all these needs on its own. Why not 

outsource some parts of curriculum development, testing and 

student evaluation, and even teacher evaluation? I am certain that 

the shadow education community, which partly comprises expe-

rienced former teachers and even heads of department, is able to 

provide such services.

Last, but not finally, they should provide ethical service. This means 

that whatever they provide, they should be able to justify as useful 

in the sense of helping students move towards their appropriate 

goals. There should be cost transparency to the consumer and a fair 

distribution of revenue to teachers—who after all are providing the 

bulk of the service.

Do not mistake me. I am not advocating that all these things should 

be imposed by fiat, by law and regulation. I am suggesting only that 

there can indeed be a role, in fact multiple roles, for shadow educa-

tion in any public system of education. Just as you cannot avoid your 

own shadow unless in perfect light or perfect darkness, so too cen-

tralised systems of education cannot avoid shadow education. It can 

be a valuable complement, and as history has shown, sometimes the 

shadow educators end up being the brightest sources of the light. ■

Dr Alistair Chew is a director and researcher at Findings 

Education, operating in the shadows between central lighting 

and general darkness. More than 20 years of teaching experience 

have not yet made him cynical despite his decade in management 

at top Singapore schools. He teaches mainly chemistry, sometimes 

history and literature, and is delighted at the way in which these 

disciplines produce enlightenment out of chaos. He researches 

education systems and how they perform.
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Industry 4.0 and  
The Two Big Questions  
on Education
PROFESSOR WANG YUANFENG
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In the global education domain, there are two predominant 

questions. The first: Can technology help make the world better by 

improving education? 

Steve Jobs provided the following answer to the above question 

during an interview in 1996: I used to think that technology could 

help education... But I’ve had to come to the inevitable conclusion 

that the problem is not one that technology can hope to solve. What’s 

wrong with education cannot be fixed with technology. No amount 

of technology will make a dent.

In 2011, a year after Jobs’ passing, Massive Open Online Courses 

(MOOCs) came to the scene. New York Times called 2012 ‘the year of 

the MOOC,’  for the three major MOOC platforms today – Coursera, 

EdX and Udacity – were all founded in 2012. 

Five years later, by the end of 2016, the three major MOOC platforms 

managed to collectively accumulate 37 millions users, surpassing the 

total higher education enrolment in China - the largest in the world. 

This achievement is revolutionary.

Why did the MOOC revolution happen suddenly? The answer lies in 

the world’s imminent industrial revolution. 

The 46th World Economic Forum in Davos in 2016 set its theme as 

‘Mastering the Fourth Industrial Revolution,’ while one of the six 

agendas of the 2017 meeting was similarly on how to respond to 

Industry 4.0. Such themes and agendas signal the international com-

munity’s recognition of the arrival of the new industrial revolution 

and its great impact to human societies.

Industry 4.0 was triggered by artificial intelligence, robotic tech-

nology, the ‘Internet of Things’ and other new technology advance-

ments. Technologies related to the management and analysis of 

communication, information and data are informatising education 

and allowing students and learners to learn from teachers of top in-

stitutions from around the world. Their homework and examinations 

can be administered remotely by software applications and teachers 

on the MOOC platform.

It is under the general background of Industry 4.0 and the continuous 

advancement of technology that Jobs hoped to see the expected 

influence of technology on education.

Is the MOOC revolution merely to improve the efficiency of educa-

tion, so that a teacher’s lessons can reach thousands, or even tens of 

thousands, of learners? Or is the MOOC revolution here to help reduce 

inequities in education, so that underserved children in remote places 

can also learn from top teachers in top urban schools? Let’s take a 

closer look at the overall impact of Industry 4.0, so that we can better 

understand how the informatisation of education is impacting edu-

cation as a whole.

Klaus Schwab, Chairman of the World Economic Forum, believes 

Industry 4.0 is changing the economic society in a comprehensive 

way. He argues that advancement in technology is never an isolated 

phenomenon, for a change in one technology leads to the change 

of the entire system. Similarly, information technologies in education, 

such as MOOCs, will change all aspects of education. The changes will 

affect not only basic education and higher education, but also pre-

school education. For example, it is becoming increasingly common 

for parents to play games with their young children on mobile devices 

and tablet computers, and use them as preschool teaching tools.

According to the WeChat User Behavior Report published in 2017, a 

large number of senior citizens have started to socialise and learn 

on the WeChat platform. Technical advancement had brought about 

changes in the education value chain. Stakeholders in education – 

students, teachers, schools, parents, the government, employers and 

the society as a whole – are all being impacted. In the future, schools 

will no longer monopolise the provision of education. Commercial 

enterprises have begun to play the role of education providers. For 

example, the three major MOOC platforms are operated by business 

enterprises. The influence of the informatisation of education is 

all-encompassing. It will necessitate changes in education ideolo-

gies, education mindsets, education models, pedagogy, as well as 

education management. The informatisation of education is not a 

matter of the education sector alone. It requires the participation and 

involvement of the entire society.

Should teachers and schools continue to exist?

This leads to the second big question in education, one that was 

asked by Mark Zuckerberg: Given how advanced personalised 

learning is today, is there a need for teaching, as a profession, to 

continue to exist?  In other words, will the new education technology 

disrupt education entirely?

Today, academic courses and learning modules from leading ed-

ucation institutions in the world are readily available as MOOCs. 

They are well-packaged and come at a low cost. Learning aids in the 

form of intelligent software applications automatically ‘push’ suitable 

courses based on the learners’ learning needs and academic levels. 

On top of that, they measure one’s learning progress and assess 

one’s understanding of a given topic. In such a world, are teachers 

still needed? Will traditional education be replaced? Should physical 

schools continue to exist?
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In 2012, American magazine The American Interests predicted that 

half of the 4,500 universities in the United States would disappear. 

The prediction of the founder of Udacity, Sebastian Thrun, is even 

more drastic - he expects to see only ten universities survive the 

next 50 years. Are these the right projections? Will these predictions 

become a reality?

Bill Gates once said that we typically overestimate the changes in 

the next one or two years, but we often underestimate what would 

happen in ten years. However, as far as the informatisation of educa-

tion is concerned, it appears to be the opposite. Many believe that not 

much has changed in traditional secondary education and tertiary 

education despite significant investments in the informatisation of 

education in recent years. They feel that MOOCs and other similar 

tools are merely an improved and online version of PowerPoint slides, 

and will not have much impact on education as a whole. 

Have Thrun and others really overestimated the long-term impact of 

the informatisation of education? MOOC and other education tech-

nologies are becoming more sophisticated. Teaching assistant robots 

have appeared on MOOC platforms in the US, and even in China. 

Analytical tools for education, such as big data technology, are also 

being deployed with ever-increasing data volume and ‘intelligence.’ 

Are these really not threatening the very existence to traditional 

schools and the jobs of our schoolteachers? Should schoolteachers 

today be worrying about their jobs like cabdrivers do? Such a future 

scenario is not easy to predict.

So, what should we do about all these concerns and predictions? 

New York Times’ columnist Thomas L. Friedman predicted that the 

digital divide in the digital age will be fast-disappearing. In other 

words, the gap between the haves and the have-nots in access to 

knowledge is narrowing. When information can easily be searched 

and obtained online, knowledge will become highly accessible to 

anyone who wishes to learn. The biggest divide of the future will 

instead be the motivational gap, i.e. the gap between individuals’ 

passions for learning.

In an era when knowledge is readily available, gaps among individ-

uals are manifested through the passion for learning. If one were 

eager to learn, one would take advantage of the huge reservoir of 

online knowledge and continually motivate oneself to absorb new 

information passionately. On the contrary, those who lack the passion 

for learning would squander away their time playing internet games 

and browsing social media, neglecting the opportunities for self-en-

lightenment brought about by new education technologies.

In the new Internet era and the age of Big Data, the most important 

role of education should not be in skills improvement alone. It should 

also be in cultivating the passion for learning. Education technologies 

like MOOC should go beyond facilitating learning to rekindle the 

passion for learning among learners. In fact, this ought to be the most 

important objective for education development in the Internet era.

Coming back to Zuckerberg’s question - will teachers become 

obsolete? Teaching is a profession that requires much wisdom and 

innovation. If you were merely teaching technology as a technician, 

you will soon be replaced by technology. However, if you are a moti-

vator who can instil in your students the hunger for knowledge and 

innovation, igniting the flame in their spirit, you will never have to 

worry about losing your job.  

Teachers are the engineers of the human souls. And teachers and 

educators should always keep the following saying by Socrates 

in their minds: ‘Education is the kindling of a flame, not the filling 

of a vessel.’ ■

 

Professor Wang Yuanfeng is a professor and PhD advisor at 

the School of Civil Engineering of Beijing Jiaotong University. 

He specialises in structural engineering and sustainable design. 

He contributes articles regularly to international media and 

academic journals.

“ Education technologies 
like MOOC should go 

beyond facilitating learning 
to rekindle the passion for 
learning among learners.”
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Trump. Terrorism. Technological disruption. Geopolitical shockwaves 

may have sent volunteerism and philanthropy on a decline. But 

silver linings exist for non-profits willing to ride the waves of change. 

Let’s have the bad news first: It’s a gloomy time for giving as we know it. 

Earlier this September, the World Giving Index (WGI) 2017 reported 

a decline in giving across the globe. Published by the Charities Aid 

Foundation, the index noted an overall drop in charitable behaviours 

like donating and volunteering. 

Days later, Singapore’s Office of the Commissioner of Charities 

revealed that tax-deductible donations slumped by 36 per cent in 

2016, after the high of SG50. Economic uncertainties were pinpoint-

ed as a reason. 

These figures seem to confirm a popular belief that global generosity 

takes a hit during periods of global instability. 

2017 has been no exception, with turbulence growing increasingly 

routine. New forms of super-power war games. Terrorist activities. 

The dislocating effects of technological change. Closer to home, 

Singapore’s retrenchment figures remain high — after hitting 19,170 

last year — with PMETs feeling the burn of economic restructuring.  

Those in the non-profit sector can be forgiven for being glum. When 

times are bad, there’s an expectation of corporate grants shrinking 

and people hanging tight to their cash. 

But now, the good news: We live in one of the most exciting times 

for giving — if we’re willing to radically change our approach to it. 

Global volatility upends cherished models and assumptions. With 

change comes a chance to go back to the drawing board and redesign 

how we think about donating, volunteering and fund-raising. 

Singapore’s giving eco-system is at a tipping point. How we react now 

will determine whether the business of good will rejuvenate itself and 

reach new heights. 

The Future of Giving  
Earlier this year, the National Volunteer and Philanthropy Centre 

(NVPC) engaged over 40 thought leaders in the social sector to 

explore and articulate the future of giving in Singapore. We wanted 

What does 
2017’s Global 
Volatility Mean 
for Giving?  
 

MELISSA KWEE
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to answer questions such as: What might the giving landscape look 

like in 2025? What new threats and opportunities could emerge? 

We were conscious of an increasingly fluid and ambiguous world 

order, and the disruptive nature of technological change. 

Amid this, we discovered exciting opportunities for the giving sector, 

three of which we’ve outlined here. 

Approached with the right spirit, these trends provide pathways for 

us to navigate change and elevate the practice of doing good. 

1. Smart Giving for a Smart Nation   

The same technological revolution that has roiled economies has also 

fuelled the rise in informal and peer-to-peer giving. 

Enabled by digital platforms, donors are increasingly bypassing 

non-profits to give directly to beneficiaries or to initiate ground-up 

movements. Compared to a decade ago, givers now have multiple 

tools at their disposal: Social media, online donation portals like 

giving.sg, and a growing familiarity with crowdfunding. 

Mindset shifts have also played a part, with givers today being more 

self-empowered to act. Faced with a social problem, there are more 

individuals willing to take matters into their hands, self-organise, and 

reach out directly to beneficiaries. 

In fact, NVPC found that the proportion of donors who gave through 

informal means in Singapore increased three-fold between 2014 

and 2016, in our latest Individual Giving Survey (2016). And more 

than a quarter of Singaporeans gave by online means (28 per cent) 

compared to 9 per cent in 2014.

It’s a trend that shows no signs of stopping. If anything, tech-driven 

direct giving will be popularised by the rhetoric of a Smart Nation, and 

normed by new-economy businesses like Uber and Airbnb. As Singa-

poreans grow used to on-demand taxis and two-hour grocery deliv-

eries, they will insist on giving being equally easy and “on-demand”.  

With smartphone-toting millennials forming the future donor base, 

charitable efforts are likely to be more mobile-driven. This has impli-

cations on everything from whether the charity has a social media 

presence, how mobile-compatible outreach materials are, to how 

effectively the charity reports impact through facts and stories about 

where donations have helped. 

In short, gone are the days when non-profits could have a “build and 

let them come” mentality. 

They must now go to where their customers are, and redesign their 

customer touchpoints to be more relevant, intuitive and direct. 

Instead of just thinking about the donation process and ‘making 

the sale’, non-profits must think about stewarding donor intent and 

interest. They must grow donors’ loyalty and engagement by sharing 

the impact of their work, and by crafting better donor recognition 

and community building programmes. 

But non-profits should tread carefully. In the eagerness to reach the 

masses online, there is a danger of degrading activism to low-effort, 

low-commitment actions such as ‘Liking’ a campaign video — a phe-

nomenon referred to as clicktivism or slacktivism.

But for all these pitfalls, there is still much to learn from ‘smart’ business 

practices of today: The focus on user-centric design and data-driven 

decision-making, for instance. 

The key lies in how well non-profits size up and adapt the market’s best 

practices, without sacrificing the soul and substance of their cause. 

Of course, all this represents a considerable challenge for re-

source-strapped non-profits.  

However, we believe that skills-based volunteering has potential 

to apply private sector expertise and professional skills to address 

these challenges.

With the rise of more purpose-driven professionals seeking greater 

meaning and impact in their lives, we believe intermediaries like 

Empact, Conjunct Consulting, Talent Trust and the Centre for Non-

profit Leadership associated with NVPC will grow in utility and impact. 

2. The Gig-ification of Giving  

Who knew that one of the biggest revolutions of this decade would 

happen in the workplace? 

“ The next decades will 
belong to those willing to 

step into the VUCA, disrupt 
old models of giving, and 
embrace the discomfort 
that births innovation. ”
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Automation and the sharing economy have displaced traditional 

jobs, while the gig economy has created a pool of freelancers who’ve 

swopped salary for flexibility: The ‘gig-er’ may work from home in the 

morning, rest in the afternoon, and drive a Grab car at night. 

Even for office workers, there is a growing acceptance of flexible 

working arrangements as technology relieves the need for face time. 

This state of affairs could accelerate the radical re-design of volunteer 

programmes as ‘gigs’. The National Council of Social Services has 

already started re-designing social work jobs into parts which can be 

done by professionals and other parts by volunteers. 

Beyond this, we anticipate a shift toward ‘micro-volunteerism’ — 

volunteerism broken into discrete tasks with flexible commitments, 

allowing on-the-go workers to slot them into their schedules. 

Examples could include designing a website, or driving a senior 

to the hospital. 

These micro-volunteering activities are typically driven by skill sets, 

social and peer groups, or location and other convenience-based 

decision factors. SG Cares, a national volunteering movement will 

be exploring how to synchronise such efforts on the ground and 

connect neighbours to opportunities nearby.

Coupled with the adoption of smarter tech, might we soon see the 

full-scale ‘Uberisation’ of volunteerism? 

Perhaps some day, it will be intuitive for a person visit an online mar-

ketplace and get matched to live volunteer gigs. Headed to Tampines? 

Why not deliver food packets to rental flat tenants along the way? 

These platforms would effortlessly sync gigs into people’s mobile cal-

endars and even help build customised volunteer timetables. In the 

background, artificial intelligence would learn the kinds of volunteer 

activities the individual prefers, and recommend relevant gigs in the 

future. The technology exists. We only lack the wherewithal. 

 3. The New Donor: Informed and Involved 

In turbulent times, fewer people have cash to give. 

But those who do seem to fork out more. Amid climbing retrench-

ment figures, the average donation amount in Singapore more than 

doubled between S$379 in 2014 to S$910 in 2016 (IGS, 2016). 

There does seem to be a resilient generosity amongst those who do 

give. Furthermore, lean periods may make people think harder about 

where their dollars should go. 

This is not a bad thing. It dovetails with anecdotal observations that 

more donors in Singapore are resembling savvy shoppers: They 

research, compare and educate themselves before making a purchase. 

No surprise that passive and reactive forms of giving are on a decline 

— think religious collections, or dropping spare change in a donation 

tin. Incidentally, there will be no ‘spare change’ as we move into a 

cashless society. Donations will be a conscious choice based on 

affinity to, and support for particular causes. 

The notion of conscious choice gels with NVPC’s Individual Giving 

Surveys, which show donors are getting proactive and deliberative, 

with a growing preference for direct involvement like approaching 

charitable organisations. 

The upshot: Savvy non-profits will no longer just appeal to the heart, 

but also the head by offering assurances of good governance, in-

formation on causes, and visibility over how funds will be used.   

In return, we will open up our wallets. Our research shows that pro-

active donors are far more generous, giving an average of S$1,308 in 

a year compared to S$613 from passive donors. 

Final Thoughts 

We live in an increasingly fluid world. In fact, ‘to VUCA’ — trendy 

managerial speak for navigating a ‘volatile, uncertain, complex and 

ambiguous’ world — is becoming a verb. 

Just as businesses have had to be agile in the face of sudden changes 

and demographic shifts, the social sector cannot stay still. Fortunately, 

the sector is also made up of individuals just like us; with talent, time 

and treasure to share with the causes and purposes that move us 

most. If the future is bright, it is because we have co-created it to be so. 

The next decades will belong to those willing to step into the VUCA, 

disrupt old models of giving, and embrace the discomfort that 

births innovation.   

After all, it’s hardly business as usual these days. ■

 

Melissa Kwee is the Chief Executive Officer of the National 

Volunteer and Philanthropy Centre (NVPC). Her fascination 

with anthropology and her innate belief in the possibility of good 

in all human beings has positioned her as a spokesperson for a 

wide range of causes, mobilising resources and people to aid in 

community development.
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Professor David Gross, Nobel Laureate in Physics 2004, visits  
The HEAD Foundation and speaks with Dr Xiong Chi of the Institute of 

Advanced Studies, Nanyang Technological University, about STEM education in 
Asia, updates on China’s super collider project, and the future of the human race. 

Leadership Spotlight

P R O F E S S O R  D A V I D  G R O S S

I  watched your recent  talk “My life in physics: from quarks to 

strings” (Jan 2017) on YouTube. For the question “What quality 

do you need to do good science?” you said “luck”, and the “ability 

to create luck”. Can you elaborate on this “ability to create luck”?

There are many qualities that are needed to do good science.  Some-

times I’m asked: “What quality do you need to win a Nobel Prize?” 

Sometimes I answer “luck”, because that’s true, you have to be lucky; 

you can’t be a great general unless there’s a great war. If he lived in 

a time of peace, Napoleon would be a failure! You would have to be 

lucky to be at the right place at the right time when discoveries can 

be made. But there are some people who are lucky over and over 

again, and so while I said it’s important to be lucky, it’s also import-

ant to “make luck”. The way you “make luck” is to somehow have an 

intuition to choose the right place to be, at the right time, where you 

have an opportunity to make great discoveries. There’re other ways 

of increasing your chances of success, but it helps to be lucky. I was 

lucky early in my career in physics. I started as a fresh researcher at 

a time when there was a lot of experimental data about the nuclear 

subatom and very little understanding, a perfect time for a theorist 

to create new theories about nuclear physics. If I had come along five 

years later, after we had solved the problem    — that would’ve been 

unlucky. Timing is crucial, but having a good nose, good intuition 

helps make luck.

How has your family influenced your physics career?

I came from a family of intellectuals, so ideas were always important 

in my family. As a young child during dinner there would always be 

discussions about ideas, politics, and other things. I think I learnt very 
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early to be interested in ideas and to have serious discussions even 

as a very young child. That influenced me very much. My father had   

very broad intellectual interests and was always stimulating me as a 

young child to participate in ways that were just above my abilities, 

so I guess that was very important in my development. 

You are a foreign member of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and 

have been involved in the proposal and the related disputes on 

building next generation large colliders in China. You wrote an 

article with Edward Witten. You also replied to some questions from 

Prof C N Yang (Nobel Laureate in Physics, 1957). Would you tell us 

your main point on this issue? Any updates on the CEPC (Circular 

Electron Positron Collider)?

The project is going well. It has managed to get the funding it needs 

from the government and from the city of Beijing, where they’re 

constructing now a big centre in the outskirts of Beijing for high-tech, 

super-conducting magnets. The CEPC is an experimental project and 

requires a lot of R&D to get to a stage where they can start working on 

a tunnel. The plan is that in about 3 years, we’ll be ready to construct 

what’s called a technical design report, which is essentially a blue-

print, like what an architect does for a building, so that they can go 

to the government and ask for approval to begin construction. This is 

a big and expensive project, so who knows what will happen, but I’m 

pretty optimistic. China, as you know, is very ambitious, and has the 

resources. As for Yang’s opposition, I think much of it was misplaced. 

His main argument, in the end, was “China is too poor.” China isn’t 

poor, China is the biggest economy in the world, or shortly will be, 

and when people say: “Well, that’s true, but China also has the biggest 

population in the world so we can’t afford it!” I would say that’s the 

wrong way to look at it. China’s population is four times as big as 

that of the United States, the same size as the economy, but no one 

is asking China to build four accelerators, so per capita, the acceler-

ator is very cheap. It is a very small fraction of the GDP of China. It is 

actually a little cheaper, relative to the current GDP, than the Beijing 

electron-positron collider (built back in the 70’s) which has been a 

great success and very beneficial to China. The advantages I think are 

clear and I think this is well understood in China, and it will happen. 

But, it’s impossible to make predictions about governments and their 

support for science and politics with great certainty.

I understand that you visited the annual Asian Science Camp in 

Malaysia earlier this week and met with more than 300 science 

students from 30 Asian countries. What is your impression of science 

students in Asia, compared to the students you have in the US. Have 

you observed any fundamental differences and similarities?

I’ve gone to quite a few Asian Science Camps around, and they are 

always great. One of the reasons I go is because the students are so 

exciting, so passionate and so interested. I feel like an intellectual 

vampire; I suck their enthusiasm! In Malaysia, in Kampar, the camp 

I just visited, it was really amazing to see students from all these 

different countries all passionate about science. I think these activi-

ties, that this organisation helps support, are really important. Aside 

from listening to eminent scientists, which excites the students, they 

network with other students. These are often students who have 

never been out of their own country, have never met someone from 

a totally different culture and have never been exposed to one of 

the great things about being a scientist or being involved in science, 

which is the fact that you have colleagues who speak the same scien-

tific language and are interested in the same problems everywhere 

around the world. So, I think it really helps. I’ve been doing this now 

more and more during the last 20 years and I am now in a position 

where I meet people, who come up to me and say: “I heard your talk 

at Lindau, or at the Science Camp 10 years ago and it changed my 

life. Thank you so much!” That gives me a great feeling of pleasure.

The diminishing interest in STEM subjects seems to have become 

a major concern in the education systems of many countries, 

including the US. In your opinion, is this something we should worry 

“ You need to change the mindset  
of parents, teachers and students  —  

tell them what opportunities are  
available and how exciting science is.”
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about, or will the laws of supply and demand correct the situation 

over time?

In the U.S., that happened 20 years ago,15 years ago, but it has now 

turned around. If you look at the numbers, the number of under-

graduate enrolments and graduate enrolments in STEM, have turned 

around in the last 10 years. That’s good. Here, I gather, the number is 

declining. The US is often the leader in these things, so what happens 

there often happens elsewhere 10 years later, so you should be op-

timistic. The reason for the increase of interest in STEM in the US is 

twofold. First, is that in America there was a big tech boom in the 90s, 

and a lot of people instead of going to science, went into computer 

science or to start-up companies, or to finance or to economics. But 

with the economic ups and downs, and especially the recession 

10 years ago, it’s not so attractive anymore. The other thing is that 

everyone got very worried — just as I sense is happening here in 

Southeast Asia — that people aren’t going into engineering and 

science anymore. The “STEM” word itself came from the effort in 

the United States to improve science, technology, engineering and 

math. So, there was this big effort, which came from the govern-

ment and the NSF (National Science Foundation) — “STEM, STEM, 

STEM!” — trying to inform students about the opportunities, the 

excitement, and increase outreach activities. And the amazing thing 

is that it has worked! It’s working, and you can see it in the numbers. 

I think that has got to be one of the reasons. I don’t know actually, 

I’m going to try to find out why this turnaround has occurred, but I 

suspect that part of it is exactly what’s happening here now. I heard 

this concern in Malaysia, I heard it here (Singapore).  The same thing 

happened to Europe, too! They were also worried 10 years ago, and 

they too are making a lot of effort and these efforts actually work. 

It probably would be good to study and understand what it is that 

worked, because it’s hard to tell. But it is working! So this attention to 

opportunities in science, engineering and math is having an effect. 

The economic conditions, especially in developing countries, often 

go through a period where suddenly there are opportunities. Before 

real development happens [in a place], an ambitious kid often has 

ambitious parents who want the kid to become a medical doctor, 

that’s a good career. Engineer? Not so much. Scientist? What is a 

scientist? How can you make a living? As things begin to improve, 

people think about making money in finance and economics, don’t 

they? You need to teach the parents as much as the students, and 

the teachers, what opportunities exist in an advanced economy and 

a growing economy in the modern world!

In the US, various groups, definitely the NSF, have been trying in many 

ways to promote STEM education, by outreach, and by things that 

you do with these lectures, and the science camps. Singapore does a 

lot of these things all the time. There are various ways to do this, but 

you need to change the mindset of parents, teachers and students — 

tell them what opportunities are available and how exciting science 

is. It works, I think.

Do you expect a country like Singapore to make any significant 

contribution to particle physics and cosmology? And why?

Singapore’s a small country, a country of five million, so it’s hard to 

have super excellence in all fields. In particle physics, it could very 

well make significant contributions and has some good people, but 

it’s not so big on experimental activity. It’s a choice. I think it partly 

depends on people — you need the right people. Take a country like 

Denmark. Denmark, 100 years ago, was a small Northern European 

country, with some very good science and universities. And then 

Niels Bohr came along — one person. And he invented the Bohr 

atom, dominated quantum physics and constructed the first institute 

that brought people together, creating enormous social impact on 

how science is done by creating the Niels Bohr Institute. That is an 

example where it depended on one person who was really special 

and on a society which supported him. The Carlsberg Foundation 

funded this new institute, the government was very supportive and 

they created this incredible intellectual centre in physics, which was 

so important in a little country. That can happen to Singapore. Maybe 

not in particle physics, but in a country of five million or six million, 

there are very likely a few such people. In what area would they stand 

out? What is important, and what I would advocate  for a country like 

Singapore, is: when you have such extraordinary people or a group of 

such people or whatever circumstance leads to a focus of excellence, 

you should exploit that, and create something truly world-class and 

exceptional. But in reality, a country of five million can’t do that in all 

fields - that’s impossible.

If you allow yourself to be absolutely frank, what is your impression 

of Singapore and Singaporeans?

I’ve been coming to Singapore quite a bit. Singapore is amazing in so 

many ways. I really admire enormously a lot of things that have been 

done here, the spirit and the creativity. Every time I come here I learn 

about some new effort, which I’m amazed by and appreciative of. It’s 

very different than any other country I know, although it shares some 

characteristics with Israel, with which I have a lot of connections. But 

there are some issues. We were once in a high school where I was 

judging a high school competition and I got into a round of discus-

sion with the teachers. I said, “Well, all this is fine, but I wasn’t clear that 

the projects the students were working on were self-initiated or that 
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creative. They were sort of given a project. They did a fantastic job, 

but there wasn’t much spontaneity.” They explained to me that they 

understand that that’s a problem in Singapore and that they were 

trying to stimulate spontaneity — which was sort of contradictory. 

They were trying to “top-down stimulate bottom-up”. Maybe you 

can do that, somehow, but I am suspicious of “we’re going to teach 

people to be spontaneous.” I’m not sure you can teach people to be 

spontaneous. Anyway, I think that’s still an issue here.  I am very im-

pressed by the public spaces, the facilities in Singapore. A city-state 

like this is such an incredibly interesting place to visit. I love the place. 

But to be totally frank, it’s a little tense here. Part of the reason why it’s 

so successful is because you are always striving to do better, to think 

of new things. If one lives here one might get a bit tired. It definitely 

is a striving place.

Between research and teaching, which are you more passionate 

about? And why?

I think research. I love to teach; it’s one of the reasons why I like to 

give lectures and talks around the world. I definitely enjoy teaching. 

I have a captive audience — teach them something new and it’s 

wonderful to be able to see a spark in a student or a listener when 

they understand something that they couldn’t understand before. 

But in the end, I prefer research. Research is more difficult, but it offers 

always this incredible potential reward of understanding something 

you didn’t understand before, and, rarely, something that nobody 

else understood before or knew about before. That’s just great. And 

it’s fun just doing the work. So, I enjoy both of them.

Anthony Leggett once said when he was stuck in research he 

changed focus to teaching…

I think that’s absolutely correct, it’s very important to do more than 

one thing. Even if you’re doing research, it’s very important to work, 

I think, on more than one problem, and not focus too much. If you 

focus too much and you hit a barrier, you get stuck as Tony said, then 

you’d just bang your head against the wall. It’s good to have other 

things you can turn to while your mind unconsciously figures it out.

As someone who has a better understanding of the origin and 

history of the Universe than most people do, are you optimistic 

about the future of the human race?

I’m an optimist, so I am optimistic. But again, I can’t predict what 

the future of the human race will be. There’re so many challenges 

and dangers — nuclear weapons, the environment, the climate. Our 

ability to control nature has good and bad effects. We’re somehow 

trying to manoeuvre between the good and the bad: extend human 

Top to bottom: 

1 | Prof Gross with participants at the Asian Science Camp 2017, Malaysia 

2 | Prof Gross speaking in a dialogue on STEM education with education policy makers 
during the Professional Learning Programme on improving schooling quality jointly 
organised by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and The HEAD Foundation 

3  | Prof Gross speaking about "Looking to the Frontiers of Fundamental Science" 
at Science Centre Singapore (Photo from Institute of Advanced Studies)
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life but not destroy the planet. I’m optimistic and I hope very much 

that we will manage to survive the damage that we are doing to our 

planet and the damage that we continue to do to each other. If we 

do, we’re probably going to change what we think of ourselves as a 

human race. I think if we do survive in ten thousand years, or a million 

years, and if I were to come back in ten thousand years, I’m not sure if I 

would recognise humans as the kind of humans I was accustomed to. 

We’re beginning to be able to change our own genomes and evolve 

more rapidly, and we’re beginning to interact much more intimately 

and closely with machines. I think that could very well be part of our 

survival or part of our demise — it’s up to us. But we’ve been quite an 

amazing species, especially in science. The amount of understanding 

that we have developed in a very short period, by any biological and 

geological standard is just fantastic. We have a lot of good things 

about ourselves but we’re still, you know, primitive monkeys, to some 

extent, and we can do a lot of harm. But I’m an optimist.

Do you think we (the human race) are alone in the Universe?

I think it’s very strange why there aren’t smart aliens all around us. 

It’s not explained except by the pessimistic answer to your previous 

question, that if you acquire the amount of control we are acquir-

ing, you will destroy yourself. There’re many planets throughout the 

galaxy and lots of time, so it’s very bizarre that advanced life has not 

yet been detected. I hope there are a lot of smart aliens out there. It 

will be very interesting to talk to them.

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing today’s human 

society? And what will that challenge be in ten years?

There’re so many. Obviously, climate change and our impact on the 

planet, but I think the biggest challenge and danger is just learning 

to live together globally and locally. We’re facing increasing inequality 

and enormous dislocation of our economies and our societies from 

technological advances that we haven’t yet figured out how to make 

work. We have enormous power to do harm. I think the biggest 

danger is still nuclear weapons and the danger of nuclear war where 

we can truly wipe out the species and most of life on the planet 

in a few hours. We haven’t figured out clearly how to reduce that 

danger enough. I’m trying to be optimistic, but it’s not difficult to 

be pessimistic as well, especially considering the political situation 

in United States. The biggest challenge might be socio-economic 

pressure, which could prevent us from dealing with the issues of the 

environment and the climate, and the avoidance of war. These are 

problems that aren’t going to go away easily. 

If you were to pick a worthy cause to champion globally as a Nobel 

laureate, what would that be? And why?

Well, I do support all sorts of causes, some just by signing letters, but 

the thing I’ve been most engaged in is helping to promote science 

at a higher level, especially in underdeveloped countries. I have been 

involved intimately in three or four institutes — the type that I direct 

in Santa Barbara, creating them from nothing in China, India, Brazil, 

Argentina, etc., and that is very fulfilling. I try to help convince coun-

tries that it’s worthwhile to support science, and create institutions 

that can help in that effort. That is a worthy cause that I actually have 

a lot of experience in doing and have done. There are many other 

worthy causes in which I sign letters, engage in various activities, from 

human rights to politics.  ■ 

"We’re beginning to be able to change our 
own genomes and evolve more rapidly, 
and we’re beginning to interact much more 
intimately and closely with machines. I think 
that could very well be part of our survival 
or part of our demise — it’s up to us. "
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The Next 
Stage of 
EdTech 
Evolution: 
Scaling Deep for 
Skill Acquisition
DR PAUL APIVAT HANVONGSE &  
MAE PATTEERA CHALADMANAKUL

Editorial Note: This article is the result of a joint effort by Paul 

Apivat Hanvongse and Mae Patteera Chaladmanakul. We write 

from the perspective of practitioners in the field, attempting to 

implement education technology solutions for fostering English 

language communication skills, in and out of schools throughout 

Thailand. We’ve spent the last 18 months experimenting with 

various technology for delivering English language education. 

We take this opportunity to reflect on our experiences both at 

Learn Education and, more recently, at LEARNx.

Given the unprecedented amount of press, attention and funding 

flowing into EdTech startups, it’s important to reflect on the 

progress that’s been made and where EdTech, as a field, is going. 

While EdTech has been around for as long as schools, its hold on 

the public consciousness has been propelled by the rise of MOOCs 

(massive open online courses) that promise to provide education 

access to all through digital technology. In fact, when one thinks of 

education delivered digitally, one thinks of MOOCs. Here, we pose 

a question that hasn’t been asked often enough in EdTech circles: 

Does digital technology actually facilitate skill acquisition? 

To tackle this question, we decided to employ a point, count-

er-point format with a final synthesis in an attempt to move the 

conversation forward.

Point: Does digital technology actually facilitate skill 

acquisition? — Unlikely.

As we’ve journeyed nearly a fifth of the way into the new century, at-

tention in education circles has shifted toward “21st century skills” which 

put more emphasis on skills that enable individuals to succeed in their 

careers and personal development. Learning is increasingly more about 

practicality, application and sustainability rather than rote learning, 

exams scores or standardised tests. The purpose of learning has become 

more about acquiring skills. 

We see English language learning as a crucial piece of 21st century skills, 

particularly if we are to foster collaboration and communication among 

a diverse world population. 

Thus, it is important to consider what kind of teaching will best facilitate 

skill acquisition in language communication. Early usages of digital 

technology in education have tended to favour passive receiving of 

content knowledge on the part of the learner. This is evident in the 

MOOCs. And while there is certainly value in this kind of instruction, it 

is inadequate for a deeper level of skill acquisition. 
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Take the case of language learning, a novice will be occupied with 

learning phonetic rules and recognising sounds in order to get a 

specific result (i.e., saying “read” versus “read” in the past tense). As 

the learner develops competence, she moves beyond meaningless 

sounds and begins to create and perceive phrases. As the learner 

develops proficiency, she can interact, producing whole sentences 

with subordinate clauses to describe, make requests or demands, 

and give orders. Finally, once the learner moves to more advanced 

stages of skill acquisition, she has facility with the language at a more 

unconscious, automatic level, getting by in various situations without 

focusing on the rules.1

What these stages suggest is that skill acquisition for language 

learning, particularly advanced stages, requires interaction with 

another human being. Communicative language skills are not 

inherent, in and of the person, they are evident by the effect they 

have on another person. These effects are only produced in interac-

tion (i.e., making a request or demand of another person). Without the 

interaction required to know whether a learner is effectively making 

requests, demands and orders, she cannot confidently develop auto-

matic facility with the language. In this case, digital technologies do 

have their limitations and passively receiving content knowledge is 

inadequate for true skill acquisition.

Thus, in order for skill acquisition to occur — particularly in language 

learning — interaction with real human beings is essential. Simply 

having digital technology as the focal mechanism for delivering in-

struction is insufficient and will not lead to skill acquisition.

Counter Point: It’s not about digital technology; rather it’s about 

how technology is used. 

On the other hand, human interaction does not, in and of itself, 

guarantee skill acquisition for language learning. There are many 

examples of teachers who are not proficient in English and are unable 

to facilitate learning, even in an in-person, classroom setting. Our 

field research in classrooms, from both public and private schools 

throughout Thailand, suggests that several factors help determine 

whether in-person instruction will help facilitate skill acquisition. 

First, how much language production time do students actually get? 

In larger classrooms (40–50 students), learners simply do not get 

sufficient opportunities to produce language. Second, are teachers 

focusing on communication or rote learning and memorisation? 

Many of the classrooms we visited had students reciting and repeat-

ing phrases, but never using languages in any meaningful way to 

promote competence and proficiency.

It’s entirely possible that even when human interaction is present, 

teachers do not provide opportunities for students to communicate. 

We have to ask ourselves whether the in-person teacher understands 

how to facilitate and has the pedagogy to encourage language pro-

duction and skill acquisition. 

What’s flawed is not digital technology, but how it’s implemented 

in classrooms. Much of our policies — for example Thailand’s One 

Laptop Per Child policy — tend to overlook how much teachers 

needed to upgrade their own skills in order to use the technology 

to encourage skill acquisition. Moreover, do teachers have the pro-

ficiency to support a pedagogy that promotes skill acquisition (i.e., 

teachers creating lesson plans that provide guidance, independent 

practice and opportunities for students to progressively produce 

more complex language patterns)?

Distinguishing between different pedagogical goals is fundamental 

to ensuring that digital technology fulfils its potential. When we 

deliver digital curriculums in schools we balance digital content with 

in-person, active-learning classroom activities to ensure that skill 

acquisition happens. Digital technology simply fills one portion of 

the student learning experience, among many. 

Furthermore, we’ve created a hybrid English communications 

platform, where the goal is not to use digital technology to deliver 

content, but to facilitate skill acquisition from day one, by using 

technology as a medium to connect learners with communication 

coaches. This reconceptualisation of technology is the result of years 

of trial and error in testing out the best way to leverage technology 

to improve language communication skills acquisition. Our testing 

has confirmed what educational researchers have been preaching 

for years: technology must be considered in context with pedagogy 

and content knowledge to be truly effective. In other words, only 

when we realise the limits of digital technology can we really unlock 

its full potential.

It’s understandable that sceptics would question digital technology’s 

ability to facilitate language skill acquisition, but such scepticism 

is warranted only if one views technology as the primary medium 

of instruction (i.e., just for delivering content). A popular use of 

digital technology sees learners sitting in front of a screen, consum-

ing content. We’ve seen this model work quite effectively for math 

and science. We’ve created quality curriculum and have delivered 

engaging content in biology, chemistry and physics, showing various 

scientific concepts through animation and real-life lab demonstra-

tion, all delivered through high quality production videos with digital 

assessments for continual student engagement. However, when 
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it comes to teaching communicative English, using videos as the 

primary source of content proved inadequate.  

Digital technology, as the primary mechanism, could conceivably 

facilitate novice to intermediate stages of skill acquisition. There are 

a host of speech recognition and real-time video content to facilitate 

“basic production” of language (i.e., having novice learners produce 

sounds into a device). Many artificial intelligence-driven applications 

now allow learners to speak into mobile devices, where speech recog-

nition software can assess accuracy to provide feedback. 

On the other hand, as the learner moves into competence and profi-

ciency stages, speech recognition will no longer be sufficient. Com-

municating to make requests, demands and give order will require 

human interaction — thus the role of technology shifts from the 

primary mechanism to facilitating the human-to-human interaction 

needed to further skill acquisition. Digital technology, therefore, 

proves itself to be a useful “facilitator” of learning and skill acquisition, 

as long as it was used appropriately with a well-designed structure 

that ensures to incorporate human elements and interactions. 

Synthesis: The next stage of EdTech evolution — scaling deep for 

skill acquisition

Our goal has always been to be able to help people communicate with 

confidence at scale through the use of digital technology. This has 

forced us to question whether digital technology could actually facili-

tate skill acquisition. Moreover, we’ve had to ask ourselves whether in 

our mission to ‘scale out’, if we’ve overlooked ‘scaling deep’.2 When the 

focus is on scaling out, impact is measured by numbers, replicating 

or expanding programmes geographically. On the other hand, with 

‘scaling deep’, there is a shift away from knowledge dissemination 

towards transformative learning — the kind of learning more closely 

aligned with real skill acquisition. What we’ve learned is that digital 

technology can facilitate skill acquisition, but supporting conditions 

must be in place. 

First, content matters. We’ve learned that some subjects like math 

and science — particular knowledge-based portions — lend them-

selves to digital technology being the focal point of delivery. When 

demonstrable skills need to be acquired (i.e., being able to multiply 

or solve algebra equations or run a physics experiment), the role of 

digital technology as the primary delivery mechanism diminishes 

in importance. 

Second, pedagogy matters. When instruction is being delivered, 

digital technology is a fantastic resource (i.e., the popularity of flipped 

classrooms). However, during phases of guided and independent 

practice, particularly for language learning, we find that digital tech-

nology should play the role of connecting learners with coaches, rather 

than be the focal delivery mechanism. 

Third, in the case of language skill acquisition, the stage of skill acqui-

sition matters. For novices and up to intermediate learners, a host of 

digital technologies (i.e., speech recognition software) can aid learners 

in producing language, but once the learner graduates to more pro-

ficient and advanced levels, technology should facilitate interaction 

with a live language coach. Of course, this assumes teacher-readiness 

in terms of confidence and teaching abilities. 

Finally, we believe the next evolution of education technology is moving 

beyond scaling out, or providing access, to scaling deep; ensuring 

that transformative learning takes places where norms and beliefs 

are shifted. Here we think a key factor is the extent to which digital 

technology can be properly harnessed to facilitate skill acquisition. ■ 

Dr Paul Apivat Hanvongse is a co-founder and Head of 

Education and Organization Development of LEARNx, a one-

on-one online video platform for English language learning. 

He is also an adjunct lecturer at the Global Studies and 

Social Entrepreneurship (GSSE) programme at Thammasat 

University where he helps to grow future social-change leaders 

for a more equitable world. 

Mae Patteera Chaladmanakul is a Master’s degree candidate 

in International Economics and International Development 

at Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies 

(SAIS). Prior to SAIS, she worked with the United States 

Agency for International Development (USAID) and interned 
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Organization (UNESCO). She intends to pursue a career in 
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1  The description for skill acquisition is based on Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ original five-stage model (novice, 

advance beginner, competent, proficient to expert), which is quite intuitive. However, second language 

acquisition scholars prefer skill acquisition theory as elaborated by Bialystok & Sharwood Smith (1985) and 

McLaughlin (1987) which describe the conversion of explicit knowledge (declarative) to implicit knowl-

edge (procedural, automatisation). See also Dekeyser (1997) as an exemplary study of skill acquisition in 

language. See S. E. Dreyfus & H. L. Dreyfus. (1980). A Five-Stage Model of the Mental Activities Involved in 

Directed Skill Acquisition. Unpublished report, University of California, Berkeley.

2  The terms ‘scaling out’ and ‘scaling deep’ are elaborated in M. Moore, D. Riddell, & D. Vocisano. (2015). 

Scaling Out, Scaling Up and Scaling Deep: Strategies of Non-Profits in Advancing Systemic Social Innova-

tion. Journal of Corporate Citizenship 58: 67–85.
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Utopia for Realists  
And How Singapore Can Get There  
A response to the book by Rutger Bregman
VIGNESH NAIDU

I was first drawn to this book not just by its bright orange cover, but 

also by the inherent contradiction in its title. Utopia is often seen as 

a dream that idealists wish for, not something that realists envision. 

Bregman, a young Dutch historian, attempts to marry these two 

opposing ideas. The book centres around three utopian ideals: a 

15-hour work week; universal basic income; and open borders. 

In this brief piece, I focus on the provision of a universal basic income 

and its perceived impact towards the achievement of the utopian 

idea, and rather myopically from the Singaporean context.

We have come to associate the concept of universal basic income 

with left-leaning egalitarian societies, such as those in Scandinavia. 

Bregman points out that one of the first real attempts at provid-

ing a universal basic income were in fact spearheaded by Ronald 

Reagan. Today, Reagan’s Republican party is often associated with 

low taxation and unfettered impulses of free market capitalism. Yet 

Reagan and his advisors realised that an unregulated economy would 

leave people behind, and that the selective provision of social assis-

tance might not be the most efficient solution.  

In recent years this debate around universal basic income has in-

tensified. The financial crisis of 2008 highlighted the fragility of our 

global economy, and rapid technological advancement has made 

many redundant.

I am hard pressed to find anyone who thinks of Singapore foremost 

as a welfare state, so it is interesting to note that its government spent 

S$32 billion in the last fiscal year on social development. This is nearly 

three times more compared to a decade ago. 

Singapore has adopted a kueh lapis1 approach to the provision of 

social welfare. Heavily subsidised education, healthcare and housing 

are available to a large proportion of the population, while more 

targeted direct cash transfers are available to a small group who meet 

stringent criteria. This model has served Singapore well, but in my 

view is inadequate to tackle future challenges. I will explain why I 

believe Singapore’s current model of welfare provision is inadequate 

for the future, and a universal basic income could possibly be the 

right solution. I shall also attempt to address some of the common 

concerns surrounding the provision of a universal basic income and 

how it could be overcome. 

First, a brief look at what Singapore has been doing so far. The gov-

ernment would typically identify a burgeoning sector and devote 

significant resources to support its development. For example, over 

a decade ago the government saw the possibility of Singapore 

becoming a bio-medical hub. It constructed industrial parks to house 

international pharmaceutical firms, providing them with the neces-

sary infrastructure. It also tasked government agencies to look into 

Book Pick
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existing laws and policies to ensure that none unnecessarily impeded 

the growth of the sector. Upstream, it opened up new and expanded 

existing bio-medical faculties in the polytechnics and universities. 

Today, new disruptive entrants like Redmart, Uber and Airbnb come 

to market with pockets deep enough to redefine their sectors. In such 

a fast-changing economy, job stability is not guaranteed and many 

choose to be part of the ‘gig’ economy, availing them to various op-

portunities to earn an income. The instability of the ‘gig’ economy is a 

problem in itself, which a universal basic income could help address 

— but my argument runs a little deeper. 

Singapore’s traditional comparative advantages are fast being 

eroded. The cost of labour has increased significantly in the last few 

years, coupled with advancement in educational standards in the 

region. Singapore’s key comparative advantage — a highly skilled 

and low-cost workforce — is fast becoming irrelevant. 

Singapore needs its own Uber or Grab, it needs to have local home-

grown innovators that leverage technology to disrupt existing 

economic structures. Singapore cannot continue to rely on foreign 

investment or large government-linked companies to drive the 

economy but would have to lean on a dynamic, competitive and 

cutting-edge small and medium enterprise sector. Such a sector 

would require young entrepreneurs willing to take calculated risks. 

It may seem contradictory to be talking about social safety nets and 

a vibrant knowledge economy because we often associate social 

welfare with the elderly, the destitute and the poorly educated. An 

innovative economy requires risk-takers, and if one is saddled at an 

early age with debt and has no safety net, one is unlikely to forsake 

a safe career for the path of innovation and entrepreneurship. A 

universal basic income would help to at least in part alleviate this 

concern. Simply put, a universal basic income might be the financial 

security one needs to leave an unfulfilling job to try their hand at 

entrepreneurship. 

Singapore’s low total fertility rate (TFR) is something that keeps many 

of the nation’s top minds awake at night. The government has spent 

significant resources encouraging young couples to start families 

including direct cash transfers, improved maternity and paternity 

benefits, and subsidised medical costs, and even advice on conceiv-

ing in small spaces, among others. Despite these, Singapore’s TFR 

has not seen a significant increase and is far below the replacement 

rate. A universal basic income may in part help to increase the TFR. 

One of the most commonly cited reasons for putting off or choosing 

not to have children is cost, both direct and indirect. A universal 

basic income will clearly alleviate the direct cost incurred when one 

chooses to have children. A part of a parent’s universal basic income 

can be put aside to pay for the child’s expenses including their edu-

cation. A universal basic income may also provide couples with the 

financial security needed to start a family young, allowing them to 

focus on their careers at a slightly later age. 

Many have argued that a universal basic income may end up 

becoming a crutch, significantly affecting the productivity level of 

Singaporeans. The idea of a universal basic income is not new; it has 

been tried and is still being piloted, though only within small com-

munities and for limited durations. In randomised trials in countries as 

diverse as Brazil, Kenya, Canada, Finland and Mexico, universal basic 

income has resulted in reductions in malnutrition and crime, and im-

provements in education outcomes, equality and economic growth. 

These results are by no means comprehensive and may not have 

a similar impact in Singapore. Though the evidence may indicate 

that a universal basic income can result in improvements in social 

outcomes, it does not address the primary concern of naysayers — 

its effect on the productivity of the labour force. Singapore has been 
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grappling with stagnant levels of productivity, which have led the 

government to adopt various schemes with the hope of increasing 

productivity. A universal basic income may further extinguish the ‘fire 

in a person’s belly’ and led them to be less productive or worse still, to 

not seek gainful employment. 

It is my opinion that a carefully calibrated universal basic income can 

help to significantly mitigate this concern. Singapore does not have 

an officially defined poverty line, but for a universal basic income to 

be implemented one would have to be calculated. A universal basic 

income should ideally be slightly below, or exactly at the officially 

defined poverty line. This is to ensure that if one were to rely on a 

universal basic income alone they would not lead a particularly com-

fortable life. This may seem counter-intuitive to my earlier argument 

where I stated that a universal basic income would allow one to leave 

an unfulfilling job to pursue their true passion. I like to believe that 

the two points are not inherently contradictory. A universal income 

should not allow an individual to leave a job simply because they 

do not like it, instead it should motivate those who have alterna-

tive career pathways to pursue their passions even if the chance of 

success is uncertain. 

For my final point, I will address another real concern of a univer-

sal basic income — inflation. With universal basic income, it would 

seem, on the surface that the amount of money in the country would 

increase. This would only be true if the government printed more 

money to provide for a universal basic income. I do not think the 

Singapore government would have to go down that route. As men-

tioned at the beginning of this piece, the state spends around S$32 

billion on social development. This figure includes subsidies to public 

housing and education, besides the provision of financial assistance 

to low-income individuals. With a universal basic income, most social 

expenses should cease — possibly with the exception of subsidised 

education, healthcare and public housing. The cost of subsidised 

healthcare can, in part, be borne by private insurers. Subsidised edu-

cation is a public good that would reap a greater benefit for society 

as a whole than for the individual. I will also rather controversial-

ly suggest that the government gradually remove the subsidy on 

public housing. The government should continue to provide a small 

number of low-cost rental flats for the desperately poor and desti-

tute, but allow the rest of the housing market to be market-driven. 

This policy can only be carried out when coupled with reforms in the 

housing market, including limitations on the purchase of properties 

by non-residents, the purchase of properties for investment, and 

even regulations concerning the banking of land by developers both 

local and foreign. 

If the government gradually phases out various social assistance 

schemes, keeping only the bare minimum, the savings would be 

able to fund a significant portion of universal basic income provision. 

The remaining would have to be raised through a more progressive 

taxation model for both individuals and companies. This would allow 

for the provision of a universal basic income without the need to print 

additional money, which would lead to inflation. This is of course a 

simplistic argument, as the increased taxation on the wealthy to pay 

for a universal income would effectively move money that may have 

been in investments towards consumption, driving prices up. This 

effect may be a concern at the start but as inequality falls, it would 

have less of an inflationary impact. 

If one is still very concerned that a universal basic income would 

lead Singaporeans to drink more, gamble heavily and indulge in 

vices, all adult Singaporeans and permanent residents have a Central 

Provident Fund (CPF) account that can be used to receive a universal 

basic income. The government can than regulate where the money 

is spent, allowing it to be used to directly offset certain expenses like 

rent, utilities and public transport while providing for a small monthly 

cash allowance. 

A universal basic income may not be the panacea for the ills of the 

world’s capitalist economic model, but there is no better place than 

Singapore to test its effectiveness and viability. Singapore’s early 

largely due to its leaders’ willingness to go against the grain of pre-

vailing conventional wisdom. Maybe today it is time for us to once 

again go down the road less travelled.  ■

 

Vignesh Naidu is Research & Project Manager at The HEAD 

Foundation. Before joining The HEAD Foundation, Vignesh 

worked with a large Singaporean conglomerate to strategise and 

develop a comprehensive learning and development framework. 

Vignesh has also worked at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public 

Policy as a case writer, focusing on social policies and behavioural 

economics. 

 

1  Kueh lapis is the name of a local, Malay cake that is made up of several different-coloured layers. The 

term was used by the Minister of Social and Family Development, Chan Chun Seng, in 2013 to describe 

Singapore’s multi-layered approach to welfare.
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In 2007 I published my third 

book, The Five Literacies of 

Global Leadership, after ten years 

of intensive practical research. 

Several critical discoveries in this 

work overturned conventional 

wisdom. Yet today – a further ten 

years down the track - nothing 

has appreciably shifted in terms 

of how most people think 

about leadership.

The art of leading, the practice of 

leadership, and the development 

of potential leaders are all inter-

preted in much the same way as 

they were over a century ago. Pre-

vailing business school definitions 

of leadership remain obstinately 

intact – immune from alternative 

Revisiting the Five Literacies
DR RICHARD DAVID HAMES

This article originally appeared in 
The Hames Report:  
Reflecting on the  

Future of Everything,  
a blog by Richard David 
Hames, on June 9, 2017.
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models. As a consequence, mainstream assumptions concerning 

leaders have not changed one iota. Nor have our expectations re-

garding what we want leaders to deliver.

We are still attracted to the idea that the leader is an exceptional 

individual – typically an Anglo-Saxon male of intrepid character, ap-

pointed or elected to pursue bold goals, his confidence and charm 

embodied in the number of followers he inspires. Recently, albeit 

grudgingly, we have admitted women to that elite club. At the same 

time, we have diligently avoided promoting a more diverse range of 

leadership qualities (omitting more feminine traits in particular) lest 

they intrude on the myth of masculine virility and vision.

Although our technologies have evolved dramatically over the past 

century, changing almost every aspect of our lives in an escalating 

parade of innovative enterprise, our beliefs about governance and 

the exercise of power are rooted in antiquated myths and obsolete 

models. The “great leader” syndrome is one of those myths. And a 

dangerous one at that.

We still desperately cry out for leadership. But what do we really 

mean by that? And why, when we actually get closer to what we 

yearn for, does there seem to be such a deficiency of moral fortitude 

– what might be referred to as working for the public good – aimed 

at benefitting humanity as a whole rather than fragments of self-in-

terest? Surely there is more to life than making money, growing the 

economy, and grinding competitors into the dust? Combative in 

principle, the old model perpetuates separation, cosmetic quarrels 

and intolerance at a time when empathy, cooperation and concord 

are urgently needed.

When reviewing the current literature on leadership I am dismayed 

by the ease with which popular anecdotal evidence is uncritically 

accepted and used to refute almost any challenge to convention. In 

that context, I am obliged to return to my own work.

The idea of a leader needing to be psychologically and intellectually 

literate, together with positioning the work of leadership within a 

broader (global) context was not new of course. But it had the virtue 

of pointing out obvious flaws in the inherited paradigm - particu-

larly the constraints, competitive culture, negotiated value, process 

myopia, and self-serving goals, that are expected and acceptable in 

a management context but contrary to effective leadership. And so, 

by challenging preconceptions, particularly West-inspired notions, of 

what constitutes effective leadership, and examining this phenom-

enon from outside and beyond familiar constraints, we were able to 

lift our thinking out of the quicksand of material banality.

Of course, the philosophy of a leadership praxis based on specific 

literacies was novel. Upon reflection, it was possibly a mistake to be so 

definite, or to choose just five - the latter borne out by the need to add 

additional, different, literacies today. I also doubt that qualifying the 

term leadership, by using the term global as I did, served any useful 

purpose. I now believe that defining African leadership, technical 

leadership, or even transformational leadership, as distinct varieties 

of the same phenomenon, complicates matters unnecessarily. Within 

the context of change, at least, leadership is leadership.

Returning to fundamentals in order to design from first principles, it 

became clear to us that the appeal for more effective, better leader-

ship, is invariably a plea for change and renewal. It is not, nor indeed 

has it ever been, a call for incremental improvement or preservation 

of the status quo - which is the role and responsibility of manage-

ment. Back then we regarded this as a critical factor - especially as 

most of the literature, including any assumptions used as the basis 

for developing leaders in corporate life, was still framed and compre-

hended as a management discipline.

The truth is that many so-called leaders, designated as such because 

of their manifest or symbolic status in a specific entity, are managers 

in all but name. There is no shame in the separation of managers from 

leaders. They are distinctive, requiring profoundly different operating 

modes and behavioural ethos.

Management demands profound knowledge of a system, timely in-

formation, and a range of decision-making skills and people-centered 

competencies that can be learnt and applied in particular situations. 

Necessitating a professional and disciplined manner, both aptitude 

and appetite for managing are nurtured by experience and developed 

over time. The seeds of leadership are to be found in a deep-seated 

yearning to change things for the better, which is a desire to be found 

in the soul of every human being. The aptitude and appetite to lead 

can be triggered in an instant, emerge fully-formed, and needs no 

development as such - at least in the conventional sense.

One of the most difficult issues facing humanity is that we are sub-

jected to management on the pretext that this is leadership. Nothing 

could be further from the truth. Politicians patch up the present in 

desperate attempts to avert our gaze from their incompetence. Cor-

porate heads posture and preen with all the courage of canaries in a 

gilded cage. Both camps are dogged by fear. Fear of change - except 

in very small doses. Fear of a future over which they have no control. 

Fear of being found wanting.

Admittedly the impulse to lead is often represented as the desire 

to achieve a vision or end goal. But that is misleading. It is actually 
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much more than that, beginning as a subconscious reframing of 

reality within the context of our relationship with others and the 

environment. In a sense the urge to lead is deeply coevolutionary. 

Only the early tasks of interior inquiry and incubation can be done 

in isolated solitude.

Consciously seeking an expansion of one’s own ethical code, for 

example, invariably leads to insights - alternate ways of seeing and 

thinking about reality - that are more advanced and seem to make 

better sense. In this way, a new intelligence of belonging and purpose 

starts forming. Gradually alternative possibilities begin to appear. 

Some fresh ideas are incubated, possibly over many months or even 

years. Others are cast aside. Though hidden in full view, decisions take 

a different shape. Ultimately different actions are taken and at that 

point the leader becomes both visible and redundant. With others 

engaged, change now becomes inevitable.

Because new behaviours are the first visible signs of our intention 

to change they are often mistaken for the original impulse. This is a 

huge error. It goes some way to explain why we structure leadership 

development programs around behavioural characteristics. But it 

does not excuse the fact that, by and large, behaviour is an unsuitable 

starting place.

While actions remain the visible tip of the ontological iceberg, what 

occurs in the deepest recesses of our consciousness, as a preliminary 

reaction to external stimuli, is a vastly more accurate guide to our in-

tentions. Thus, true leadership development starts in the undetected 

liminal moments of the evolving mind. And although the impulse for 

change can be sparked by one, or possibly two individuals, the actual 

praxis of leadership is inevitably a collective, shared phenomenon. 

It can only result from the coherent objectives and actions of many.

The surrounding social ecosystem is therefore a significant factor, 

if frequently downplayed. In fact, all leadership is context specific 

– it arises from explicit needs within a group that are not being met 

by other means.

Although the conventional “great leader” syndrome is one most 

commonly associated with contingency (the ability to control a situ-

ation) or charismatic (the ability to influence and inspire) theories, the 

most effective leaders arise from, and merge with, their social group, 

often to the extent that they become indiscernible to outsiders from 

others in the group.

This notion of social identity explains a lot about the apparent vacuum 

in leadership today. For example, if leaders distance themselves from 

society, by crafting an elite persona, or by feigning superiority in some 

way, they risk resorting to old-style leadership models that have been 

proven to be the problem.

This is why, when writing The Five Literacies, we concluded that au-

thentic leadership is a shared and highly emergent phenomenon, 

intimately entangled with the dynamics of the social ecosystem in 

which it flourishes. Unlike management it cannot be planned. But its 

outcomes can be predicted with high levels of certainty.

Perhaps these are the reasons we still cry out for leadership. As long 

as designated leaders continue to manage, rather than to lead, our 

cries will continue to echo into the void and those massive changes 

we actually need in the world will elude us. ■

Dr Richard David Hames is a corporate philosopher, author 

and knowledge designer. Working at the interface between 

organisations and society, he is widely considered to be among 

the world's most influential intellectuals and strategic futurists.

 
“ One of the most 

difficult issues  
facing humanity  

is that we are 
 subjected to 
management  

on the pretext  
that this is  

leadership.  
Nothing could  

be further  
from the truth.”
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Is Strategising Really a  
Formal Planning Process?
YU-BOOK LIM
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“ My message 
is simple. We 

should not get 
too carried 

away by all the 
theories and 
concepts. ” 

What’s your strategy?’ In plain language, this means  

‘What do you plan to do to achieve a certain desired outcome?’   

I use the verb ‘plan’ to drive home the point that you need to do some 

thinking about what you want or have to do in this respect. There are 

many texts written to teach strategy—from its definition, to the way to 

do it, and at the end of the day, to take stock of the result, as if there is 

a formal process that one has to follow. Many terms have been coined: 

mission, objectives, strategy per se, action plans; strategy formulation 

and implementation; strategic change and management of change; 

or simply execution. There are shades of difference amongst these 

terms here and there, but they are largely about strategy formulation 

or formation and its execution.

Nevertheless, is the process as formal as those suggested by these 

books—in business at least?

I submit that it is more a thought process than anything else.

Strategy has long been practised by ‘modern’ people from day one—

even when they were living in caves, which in itself was a form of 

strategy to protect themselves from dangerous beasts and the 

elements of nature. When men were able to gather their thoughts in 

writing, some began to articulate the concept; we all know Sun-tze’s 

Art of War, written around 2,500 years ago. (His writing, to be exact, 

is not on strategy; rather, it is about tactics. But they are also a form of strategy, since tactical moves are also 

part of a grand strategy, if there is one.)

When I attended business school in the late 1970s, the management guru of the day was Peter Drucker. Ques-

tions like ‘What’s your business?’ and ‘Who are your customers?’ often drove discussions during classes, where 

words like ‘missions’ and ‘strategies’ hung on everyone’s lips. And for those who wanted to throw buzzwords 

around about the subject, there was Business Policy by Roland Christensen et al. (first published in 1965). 

However, I remember that few emerged any wiser on the concept of strategy, at least not the way the academ-

ics saw it. That, I suppose, is a shortcoming of the case study method of teaching, which is still practised today. 
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It was only after my graduation that I found a framework by Charles 

Hofer of North-Western University buried in the mountain of my 

class handouts. Thanks to that framework, I began to understand the 

concept better. I later learned that Hofer had in fact also co-authored 

a number of strategy-related titles with another writer, Dan Schendel. 

Hofer and Schendel have the uncanny ability to make the concept of 

strategy not only pragmatic, but also very learner-friendly. Along the 

way, I also discovered George Steiner, Arthur Sharplin, John Argenti, 

James Brian Quinn and others. 

The early 1980s saw the introduction of the Boston Consulting Group 

and General Electric’s matrixes, followed by Michael Porter’s five forces 

and three generic strategies. These models took both the academic 

and consulting worlds by storm. I guess it was their apparent ease of 

application, rather than the power of their concepts, that made them 

the darlings of these worlds. 

But soon, new gurus would emerge. With the onslaught of infor-

mation and communication technology, W. Chan Kim and Renée 

Mauborgne’s ‘Blue Ocean Strategy’ has become the new beacon for 

tech-savvy young men and women to become multi-billionaires in 

‘uncontested’ market spaces. 

Strategy alone is certainly not enough; we need to have the right 

organisation to make it work. But come to think of it, isn’t re-organ-

ising to effect a strategy in itself part and parcel of the strategy? And 

without entrepreneurship or intrapreneurship1 to provide vision and 

foresight, how good could a strategy be? That said, an entrepreneur 

or an intrapreneur may not necessarily be a good leader or manager. 

Ultimately, we cannot view strategy, vision, foresight, organisation, 

leadership, entrepreneurship and innovation in isolation. Gurus went 

on to coin more inclusive terms such as ‘strategic management’, 

‘managing change’ and the like. Tom Peters and Robert Waterman, 

Rosabeth Kanter, William Ouchi and Kenichi Ohmae were most 

prolific in this pursuit. Much of their literature is not really esoteric or 

ground-breaking; rather, they use example after example to illustrate 

and inspire. Much of this body of literature is about organisation and 

leadership. Besides these new gurus, there were industry captains like 

Lee Iacocca (of Chrysler fame) and Roger Enrico (Pepsi) who thought 

they could give the world a lesson or two in management as well.

Some authors want to change the world. As if it is possible for players 

in individual industries in nations to cluster up to take on the world, 

the above-mentioned Michael Porter published a very ambitious title, 

The Competitive Advantage of Nations, in 1990. Porter must have been 

harbouring Nobel ambitions when he wrote it. Though thick with 

data and equipped with a model that seems conceptually powerful, 

this book is too simplistic on practical realities, many of which must 

have been culturally and politically foreign to Porter. 

A few aspire to be remembered, I suppose, as management gurus. 

The greatest pretender of all, in my opinion, is none other than Henry 

Mintzberg. Mintzberg is also a very prolific writer on management. 

However, few of his ideas and concepts are really original. Amongst 

his first works is the so-called Configuration Theory—a very wishy-

washy theory that he keeps re-hashing, like the way the Chinese use 

leftover rice to prepare a new meal (fried rice, that is). Notwithstand-

ing, in a very bold approach in 1998, he and two other collaborators 

penned Strategy Safari. They went on to conclude, on bases that 

were not clearly explained, that there were 10 schools of strategy 

formation, and thinkers and writers of strategy could also be identi-

fied accordingly. How convenient! Three of the schools are said to be 

‘prescriptive’ and the rest, ‘descriptive’. They naturally saw fit to name 

one as the ‘Configuration’ school. 

However, on closer scrutiny, their arguments can hardly hold water. 

Critiquing what others have written is easy—obviously, no concept 

is perfect, but perhaps they should have taken a look at themselves 

in the mirror. People change their ideas as they read and see more, 

encounter a new environment, or grow wiser. What is disturbing 

about Mintzberg et al. is that they chose to ridicule concepts that 

have long been abandoned or modified by their promoters. A case 

in point is that of George Steiner, whose concept Mintzberg et al. 

strongly criticised as archaic, when in fact a new Steiner model was 

already on the road. 

My message is simple. We should not get too carried away by all 

the theories and concepts. Unlike physical sciences where theories 

and laws are advanced to explain absolute truths or phenomena, 

theories and concepts in management tend to converge around 

behavioural patterns of individuals, or groups, or individuals vis-à-vis 

groups. No two managers are the same; neither are organisations. 
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And most of these social science theories and concepts are premised 

on observations. 

One of the underlying principles of advanced academic research is the 

need for absolute data and information validity, yet some academics 

forget about this basic stock-in-trade. A case in point is Porter’s The 

Competitive Advantage of Nations. There, Porter singles out Singapore 

as an excellent ‘example’ to back up some of his hypotheses on com-

petitive advantages that nations can create for themselves. Indeed, 

in the September 2003 issue of the Harvard Business Review, Clayton 

Christensen and Martin Raynor had the audacity to claim, in their 

article ‘Why Hard-Nosed Executives Should Care about Management 

Theory’, that ‘Governments of nations like Singapore and Ireland have 

used Porter’s theory to devise cluster-building policies that have led 

to prosperity in just the way his refined theory predicts.’ This is despite 

the fact that two of the cases cited in Porter’s book, namely, Singapore 

Airlines and the country’s ship-building and repair industry, were 

already world-class by the time the book was published. Singapore 

Airlines’ Dr C. K. Cheong could easily give Porter a practical lesson 

on strategy. And I am pretty sure the late Prime Minister Lee Kuan 

Yew would feel very insulted if he had read it. Professors can be em-

perors-without-clothes too. Christensen et al. are Harvard Business 

School professors. Porter is also with Harvard; maybe it is just a case 

of ‘I’ll scratch your back if you scratch mine’! (I have written to the 

publisher who promised to convey my concern, but I have yet to 

hear anything.)

Learning strategy reminds me of an experience I had in Kenya some 

years ago. I was in Nairobi for a small NGO workshop and since we 

had a free day, some of us decided to go for a safari. We were told 

that given the time constraints, the best we could do was to visit 

a national park nearby. Nothing was very eventful—until we came 

to a lake where we could see countless flamingos spreading across 

the entire edge of the water. We naturally wanted to move closer to 

take a better look. But as we advanced, we saw that the birds were 

retreating at virtually the same pace. Teaching and learning strategy 

is like trying to get closer to flamingos; the more you try, the more 

helpless you can become!

Contrary to what many authors and thinkers on the subject may say, 

strategy as a management function is not sustained on a regular 

“ However, what is  
devised may actually 
be tactical in essence. 
Many are also not in 
sync with the overall 
vision or mission of 
the organisation, or 

philosophy behind the 
entrepreneurship.” 
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basis in most organisations, at least not at the level or depth that 

is described in the academic world. Strategy sessions are usually 

convened more on an ad hoc basis, especially at the corporate level. 

At the business and functional levels, they may be more routinely 

undertaken. However, what is devised may actually be tactical in 

essence. Many are also not in sync with the overall vision or mission 

of the organisation, or philosophy behind the entrepreneurship. 

However, this does not mean that the ship will run aground in no 

time. The importance of the process of strategy, I suspect, has been 

overly dramatised.

Entrepreneurship as a distinct domain of academic research is said to 

have only gained pace during the last decade or so. But entrepreneur-

ship has been around since time immemorial. It is a human instinct. 

Only Communism was able to suppress it in some countries, but 

entrepreneurship has outlived Communism. As long as there is op-

portunity, there will be entrepreneurs. Perhaps because of its infancy 

in academia, there is still much debate, even on its definition. But ev-

erybody knows what entrepreneurship is all about; it is only a matter 

of articulation and how far one wants to stretch the boundaries to 

define it. One thing is certain though, there is much to be learned 

from entrepreneurs—where they get their ideas or opportunities, 

what makes them ‘plunge’ into their ventures, how they achieve the 

extraordinary, and so on. 

However, entrepreneurship is now being viewed in a bigger 

context—not just centring around entrepreneurial individuals, but 

also entrepreneurial organisations, for profit or otherwise, and the 

process of entrepreneurship itself. To organisations like the OECD (Or-

ganisation for Economic Cooperation and Development), even rural 

start-ups are considered entrepreneurship. I would, however, argue 

that entrepreneurship of this nature, which is premised on need, is 

part of the economists’ domain. Its relevance as a distinct domain in 

academic research remains debatable.

Now, back to strategy. Nicolo Machiavelli (1469–1527), a political 

philosopher of the Renaissance, wrote The Prince, which many have 

come to view as the first book on strategy. The book has also given 

birth to the term Machiavellianism, a philosophy that is regarded as 

un-Christian by some. But thanks to Antony Jay, Machiavelli has been 

given a place of honour in management studies.

But some argue that this honour should go to Sun-tze [孙子] whose 

Art of War has long been romanticised in Chinese literature. It was 

also the standard reading in the Japanese military academy for 

decades. Following Samuel Griffith’s translation, many of its lines 

have also been widely quoted in Western management literature, 

even by Mintzberg et al., notwithstanding the lack accuracy in them. 

Ironically, the Chinese have not embraced Sun-tze’s teachings en 

masse. To critics, Sun-tze’s writing is seen to be contradictory to what 

K’ung-tze (more popularly known as Confucius, or 孔子) was trying 

to teach: benevolence and transparency versus Sun-tze’s apparent 

advocacy of deception.

Step into any good library and you will see a boggling array of titles on 

strategy and related topics. With few exceptions, many are theorising 

or preaching from a platform that is essentially parochial—but they 

do help to bring up ‘think-through’ awareness or consciousness. Your 

brain works like a huge pot with all these ingredients being thrown 

in continuously: the opportunity that is before you—the risks, com-

petition, etc., that come with it; the help or resources that you can 

mobilise to achieve the desired results; and the things that you have 

to do to sustain them, etc. And driving the thought process is none 

other than philosophy, foresight, vision, wisdom, lessons from one’s 

own past mistakes and from that of others. And one doesn’t neces-

sarily put all these things on paper. ■

Yu-Book Lim is the Managing Director at The HEAD Foundation. 

 

1    An intrapreneur is an employee who takes risks like an entrepreneur, so as to solve a problem for 

the organisation.
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Reindustrialisationof Hong Kong appeals to many who prefer 

to work with their hands and walk around rather than be 

glued to a chair and desk. One huge hurdle standing in the way 

of realising this attractive idea is the exorbitant rent on office 

space here. Moreover, as a result of the high cost of housing, most 

people live in matchbox homes. There is no garage startup when 

a garage costs HK$1 million upwards. Apple Computer would not 

have happened under the existing conditions.

The government has in the past tried to create technology 

centres. The Cyberport on Hong Kong Island and Science Park 

near Sha Tin were supposed to help local startup companies with 

subsidised office space and to transform the city into a technolo-

gy hub. As it turned out,big companies ended up occupying the 

space. And they used the cheap office premises for low-value 

business activities such as storage and back-office work. At the 

same time, promising and genuine small startup entrepreneurs 

just cannot afford the time and lack the special skills to deal with 

the proverbial red tape. The hardworking civil servants in charge 

were obviously ill-equipped to maxmise the space’s utilisation 

as originally envisioned. This is a classic case of unintended con-

sequence of social actions — how an inspired programme con-

ceived at the top has the tendency to become pretty distorted in 

the process of implementation.

However, there is light at the end of the tunnel. In the past two 

years, following feedback on how under-utilised these tech-

nology centres had become, the Hong Kong government now 

requires research and development work as a pre-condition in 

application for these premises.

Reindustrialisation Needs a  
Supportive Ecosystem 

Michael Heng warns that sky-high costs will 
keep entrepreneurs away from Hong Kong; 
they must have their own space to thrive
 

PROFESSOR MICHAEL HENG

This article originally appeared 
in the China Daily Hong Kong 

Edition, on June 8, 2017, 
and is republished with the 

newspaper's permission.
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Another hurdle is restrictive regulations. Perhaps a small example 

can help illustrate the nature of the problem. In Singapore, you can 

see people riding all sorts of electric bikes, skate boards, etc. But you 

will not see this in Hong Kong because you need to apply for license 

for electric vehicles such as electric bikes. The regulations here are 

restrictive, even if you just want to ride them in a park. So, if you 

want to develop small electric bikes, you are discouraged by the very 

restrictive use of your end-product. 

The key challenge is to provide an ecosystem that leverages the 

competitive advantages of Hong Kong such as its ready pool of talent, 

research universities, proximity to the Pearl River Delta region, inno-

vative culture, risk-taking habits and can-do spirit while taking into 

consideration its dense population and the high cost of office space. 

Such an ecosystem cannot be designed top-down, least of all by 

bureaucrats who do not have hands-on commercial experiences in 

establishing entrepreneurial startups. Such experiences are much 

more pertinent than doctoral degrees from world-class business 

schools or professorships. Let us not forget that Bill Gates and Steve 

Jobs were not products of business schools. 

As has been noted elsewhere, Hong Kong has its fair share of talents. 

But just as happens on Wall Street, some talents have been vacuumed 

up by the financial sector to design products that serve only to 

increase the profit margins of banks but do not add value to the 

real economy, let alone to society at large. What should we make of 

financial innovations which are designed to milk their customers? 

This is perversion of liberal economic practice. It is creativity of a 

destructive kind.

Another example of destructive creativity is exhibited in the property 

market. Here is an example. Developers want to create a rising market 

for new properties but also to corner the market by keeping out 

secondary units. So they came up with a clever plan. They build 

200-square-foot micro flats so people can just afford them, jack up the 

price per square foot for new properties by 30 percent, then give a 30 

percent discount plus financing package. New flats are now selling 

like hot cakes even though the price per square foot is so high. But it 

is difficult to sell in the secondary market because micro-flat owners 

cannot provide finance for the buyers.

Apart from a few award-winning innovations done at universities, it 

is quite clear that Hong Kong has so far failed to cultivate, nurture or 

grow the kind of ecosystem that is conducive to reindustrialisation. 

A broad, inspiring vision is necessary but not good enough. As the 

cliche goes, the devil is in the details.

It is incumbent on the government, business community, universities 

and public-minded Hong Kong people with the right set of skills to 

take up the challenge. They would do well to take a long-term view 

to design the ecosystem needed for reindustrialisation. It will be a 

difficult journey of continued learning, of trial and error. But the fruits 

of their labour would be immense. ■

Professor Michael Heng is a retired professor of management 

who has worked at universities in Australia, the Netherlands and 

Asia. His teaching and research interests are IT strategy, decision-

making, industrial policy, modernisation and globalisation.
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priorities of the Asian communities we serve, and promote public 

awareness of issues in our fields of expertise. 

Our Work

• We support research and social initiatives related to the issues we 

focus on in Asia

• We publish book series, newsletters, research reports and policy 

documents to disseminate knowledge and share opinions

• We host regular public talks to create awareness and share knowledge 

with our community

• We run workshops and training programmes with scholars, 

researchers and experts from around the world

Our People

• Our Advisors and Fellows share their extensive experience and 

leadership. They are instrumental in helping the Foundation shape 

its projects and programmes and build new alliances.

• Our management and operation team comprises specialists from 

across the region. They bring with them management skills, domain 

knowledge and execution experience from multiple business and 

nonprofit sectors.

Our Partners

• We provide a collaborative and inclusive platform for a multi- 

disciplinary approach to scholarship, policy reform and 

programme development.

• We partner with like-minded global and regional experts and 

institutions to advance our common goal of empowering Asia’s 

advancement through education and human capital development. 

• We collaborate with individuals and organisations that bring along 

with them expert knowledge, resources and on-the-ground networks 

to help achieve our goals. 

The HEAD Foundation (THF) is a charitable organisation set up in 2013 in Singapore 
to contribute to the development of Asia. As a think tank, we focus on issues around: 

About The HEAD Foundation

With an in-house research and project management team, we aim to influence policies and create positive social impact which will con-

tribute to the sustainable development of Asia. We support the adaptation of good models and best practices in light of the contexts and 

Human Capital Education Leadership Sustainability
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